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FIOHTINO REDCOATS, TORIES AND INDIANS
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER I.
THE INDIAN J\fAIDEN AND THE BEAR.

"Hello!.,
A young man of perhaps twenty years was riding along a
winding r oad that led through the timber, and ran parallel
with the Mohawk River in Central New York.
The youth in questi.oh was bronzed and handsome, and there
was a peculiar air of determination about him. He impressed
one with the belief that he would do whatever he set out to
do, if such a thing were at all possible.
He was mounted on a magnificent horse, coal black in color;
the animal was evidently a thoroughbred, with the best Arabian blood flowing in his veins.
The exclamation had escaped the lips of the youth after he
had rounded a bend" in the road.
There was no wonder he had uttered an exclamation. He
had come upon a scene that would have brought forth an
ejaculation from any one.
Just bes'ide the road, and perhaps fifty yards distant from
the horseman, an Indian maiden of perhaps seventeen years
was running around and around a large tree, with a huge
black bear in pursuit.
One glance, and then the young man spurred his horse forward, at the same time drawing a pistol.
'"I must have a hand in that?" the youth murmured.
When yet twenty yards from the scene the horse paused and
gave utterance to a snort of fear, and stood there, trembling.
''What, are you afraid, Major?" the youth exclaimed. "Very
well, I will go it alone!"
He leaped to the ground, and walked hastily forward.
The Indian girl, catching sight of the youth, gave utterance
tQ an exclamation of relief.
The bear, too, saw the newcomer, for he gave a growl and
showed his teeth. He did not stop pursuing the girl, however; perhaps he deemed her a more tender morsel than would
be furnished by the newcomer.
"Have no fear; I will save you,., said the young man.
. Then, waiting till the bear came around, the youth leveled
the pistol, took quick aim, and fired.
Crack!
The bullet struck Bruin in the neck, causing him to utter
a ' fierce growl; but he did not stop chasing the girl. He was
a bear with a single idea, evidently.
"All right; I'll try you again," murmured the youth, and
replaced the J,Jistol in his belt and drew another.
He waited till the bear came around on the side where he
stood, and then leveled the pistol and fired another shot.
Crack!
This time his aim was better.
The bullet struck Bruin just back of the ear, and penetrated
t o the brain.

The brute gave utterance to a hoarse, snarling growl, and,
started toward the youth, his paws wildly clawing
the air.
The young man leaped to one side, out of the way, at the
same time drawing another pistol.
He did not have to use it, however, for the bear was mortally hurt.
The brute suddenly paused, stood almost still for a few moments, and then fell to the ground in the throes of death.
The Indian girl came and stood beside the youth and gazed
down upon the writhing animal.
"Um never chase Red Fawn agin,., she said.
"You are right," was the reply. "'That is the end of his
bearship."
Then the young man looked curiously at the Indian maiden.
He was surprised, for tlle girl was really beautiful. Had
she been white and dressed in the garb of civilization she
would have vied with any of her sex.
"Red Fawn m uch 'blige to young white man," she said simply, yet with an intonation that showed she was possessed of
considerable feeling .
"You are welcome," was the smiling reply. "I am glad that
I happened along just at the right time."
"Red Fawn glad."
Then she looked at the youth keenly, and said:
"What young man's name?"
"My name? It is Dick Slater."
"Me heap glad t• k now you, Dick Slater."
She extended her hand, which the youth grasped and pressed
warm ly.
'
The young man was indeed Dick Slater, at that time the
most famous scout and spy rf the Revolution.
He was also captain of a company of youths of about his
own age, who were known as The Liberty Boys of '76.
At the time of which we write the Liberty Boys had been
sent out into the Mohawk Valley to co-operate with a patriot
force under General Sullivan.
The other youths were back several miles, coming along at
a leisurely pace, and Dick had come on ahead to do some
scouting.
As the Indian girl looked at the handsome young man therE
was a troubled look in her eyes.
.
"Dick Slater goin' on up road-mebby?" she remarked, inquiringly, with a gesture in the direction referred to.
"Yes, Red Fawn."
The· girl shook her head.
"Red Fawn don't want young white man t' go."
"Why not?" in surprise.
"Red Fawn's people there."
"Ah ! Well, what of that?"
"Injuns don't like white people, an' they hurt young white
man."
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Dick Slater looked thoughtful.
"How far are they from here?" he asked presently.
'"Bout two, three mile."
"They are near this road?"
"Ugh! They camp right by it."
"Then we will have to go around."
r
"Who Dick Slater mean by 'we'?"
The youth looked at the girl thoughtfully for a few moments, and then said:
"I have some comrades; they are back down the road."
At this moment there came the sound of firing from the direction from which Dick had come.
He listened a moment, and then said:
"I fear my comrades have been attacked. I must go to their
assistance. Good-by."
He ran to his horse and leaped into the saddle. The next
instant l).e was riding back down the road at a swift gallop.
He went about a mile and a half, and then suddenly he
brought his horse to a stop.
He found his farther advance barred by British soldiers;
the road was filled with them.
They seemed to have their attention turned in the other
direction, but suddenly one happened to look back and see
Dick, and then others looked around.
Perhaps a dozen ran and leaped on horses and came dashing toward Dick.
He wished to rejoin the company of Liberty Boys, but knew
it would be useless to try to do so at this time. He would have
enough to do to make his escape.
Whirling his horse, he rode away at the swiftest pace of
which his animal was capable.
After him, yelling like mad, came the British troopers.
They used whip and spur in the effort to get within pistolshot distance.
But Dick Slater was mounted on a horse that was as swift as
the wind. The ordinary horse, such as was ridden by troopers,
was no match~for him.
On the youth rode.
After him came the redcoats.
He knew that he could escape from the troopers, but he was
thinking of the Indians that were to be encountered if he
continued onward in the direction he was going.
"I am between two fires," he said to himselff. "I don't know
what to do."
He continued onward till he came to the point where the
dead bear lay, and then, remembering that he could not go
much farther without being in danger of encountering the
Indians, he brought his horse to a stop and leaped to the
ground.
"Come, Major," he said, and he struck into the timber, and
walked along at as good a pace as possible, the horse following.
He had gone in this direction perhaps three-quarters of a
mile when he found himself surrounded by at least a score of
Indians.
The redskins had risen up almost as silently as so many
ghosts.
The leader of the party of redskins was a fierce-looking
chief of perhaps twenty-five years of age. He looked at Dick
menacingly, and said:
"White man give up?"
Di<'k looked around, and nodded.
;<I may as well do so, I suppose," he said.
"Heap good. Young paleface got heap sense."
Then he addressed a command in the Indian tongue to one
of the braves, who advanced and bound Dick's arms; then he
took the youths' weapons away from him.
The chief now turned his attention to the youth's horse.
It was evident that he knew a good horse when he saw one,
for he examined Major carefully, talking to the other braves
the while.
Finally they set out through the timber, two of the braves
conducting Dick, while one led the horse. The chief walked
in the lead.
Half an hour later they caip.e to the Indian encampment.
As they approached about twenty dogs came barking forth
to greet the newcomers, but received kicks that sent them
howling back.
It was quite a large encampment.
Dick decided that there were at least five hundred Indians
there.
When they were pradically in the encampment the warriors,
:>quaws and children crowded around to look at the prisoner.
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They jabbered to one another, and many threatening looks
were given Dick.
A couple of old squaws got close to Dick and struck him
with some sharp sticks.
"Make them stop that," said Dick to the braves who had
hold of his arms.
The two grinned and shook their heads.
"No kin make um stop," said one.
"You mean that you don't want to make them stop, I guess,"
said Dick.
The chief happened to notice what was going on, however,
and he said something in a sharp voice, and the two old squaws
dropped back, much to Dick's satisfaction.
They were soon near the center of the encampment, and here
they paused.
The brave who had led Major, however, had gone over to
a point where the Indian ponies were tied, and was now engaged in tying the white youth's horse to a tree.
Dick looked around him, wondering what kind of treatment
he would receive at the hands of his redskinned captors.
He wondered if he would be able to escape.
Suddenly his eyes fell upon a familiar face. It was that of
Red Fawn, the Indian maiden whom he rescued from danger
of death by killing the bear.
His eyes met hers, and she gave him a smile and a nod that
was evidently meant to be reassuring.
Dick felt better now.

CHAPTER II.
RED FAWN REPAYS DICK.

But the chief of the party that had captured Dick saw the
girl smile and nod at Dick.
His face grew dark with anger.
He was in love with Red Fawn, and his jealousy was at once
aroused by the girl's action.
He strode toward Red Fawn, and paused and glared at her
fiercely.
He spoke to the girl angrily in the Indian tongue.
Dick was watching the maiden, and he noted that she met
the chief's eyes bravely, and did not flinch. She replied in
the Indian tongue, and it was plain from her demeanor that
she was answering with spirit.
They talked a few minutes, and then the chief came and
faced Dick.
"Red Fawn say you save her life by sbootin' bear," he said.
Dick nodded.
"I shot the bear," he said. "I don't know that I saved her
life. She might have escaped anyway."
The chief nodded assent.
"Ugh; that so," be agreed.
He was silent a few moments, during which time be looked
sullenly at the ground. Then he looked at Dick, and said:
"You save Red Fawn; you-lilre her heap-mebby?"
Dick saw what the trouble was, and he glanced toward the
Indian maiden; she was looking at him eagerly, but turned
her face away, as she saw him look in her <lirection.
"Red Fawn seems to be a very nice girl," was the youth's
non-committal reply.
"Ugh! She heap nice girl. She goin' t' be Gray Fox's
squaw."
"Is that so?" said Dick. "I congratulate you.··
The Indian evidently did not know what the word congratulate meant, for he regarded Dick somewhat dubiously, and
grunted.
The Indian girl came forward and said sometbin~ to the
chief, in the Indian tongue, 1md his face grew dark with
anger. Then she said to Dick:
"Gray Fox no speak truth. I am not to be bis squaw."
Dick hardly knew what to say, so he said nothing, but nodded and smiled.
"Red Fawn think too much of paleface," said Gray Fox,
fiercely. "When she see white youth danc!n' at stake, an'
hear um yellin' as fire burns, she wish she bad not talked so
brave."
"You won't do anything like that!" said Dick, aghast.
"Paleface see," was the sen ten tlous reply.
Then Dick was led into a wii:;wam, and his ankles were
bound so that it would be useless for him to try to escape.
Still, he made up his mind to make the attempt, if he had
half a chance.
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It was now the middle of the afternoon, and the time wore

away.
The Liberty Boy heard the guttural voices of the braves,
and the discordant tones of the squaws, "(Ilingled with which
were the shrill cries, screams, and laughter of the children
and the barking of the dogs.
The youth had leisure now, and he wondered if 'his Liberty
Boys bad succeeded in holding their own against the redcoats.
''Jove, I'm sorry that I missed that fight!" he told himself.
Slowly the time rolled away.
At last evening came.
He knew it was evening by the smell of the food cooking.
The redskins were getting supper.
Dick was hungry, but he wondered if he could bring himself to the point of eating what the dirty savages cooked.
At last the flap of the wigwam was pushed back, and a
brnve entered, carrying a rude wooden tray, on which was
some bread and meat.
lie un lied the ropes binding Dick's hands, and said:
··White boy eat."
Dick was so hungry that he forgot his scruples.
He ate heartily, and when he finished there was nothing
lefi on the platter.
The brave had stood there, watching the youth stoically,
and when Dick had finished he said:
'·l'gh! White boy heap hungry."
•·I was pretty hungry, that's a fact," agreed Dick.
Then the redskin tied Dick's wrists again.
Thi8 done, he picked up the tray and left the wigwam without a word or another glance at the prisoner.
··He isn't a very sociable sort of a fellow,., thought Dick,
grimly. "·well, I don't feel much like talking, myself."
A few minutes later the chief, Gray Wolf, entered the wigwam.
He paused in front of Dick and glared down upon the youth
in a manner that was doubtless intended to Inspire Dick's
heart with a feeling of fear.
He· might as well have saved himself the trouble, however,
for Dick Slater was not the youth to be frightened by looks.
He looked the Indian straight in the eyes, and waited for
him to speak.
He did not have long to wait.
"\\'hite man in heap trouble," said Gray Fox.
"So it would seem,·· was the dry reply.
"'\\'hite man goin' to be burned at stake, ugh!··
Di<-k eyed the savage searchingly. He seemed to be in earnest.
'· 1ou had better be careful," the youth said. "I have friends
who will kill every one of you, if you harm me."
The redskin grunted, and made a contemptuous gesture.
"Gray Fox no 'fraid,'' he said. "Don't b'leeve white man
has enny frien's."
·· r have lots oi' them, hundreds of them. I belong to an
army, and it will be along here soon, and if you harm me
it will mean the utter extermination of your tribe."
''Gray Fox no '!'raid,., the Indian said with a look of contempt on his leathery face.
.. And you are going to burn me at the stake1 you say?"
"Ugh!"
"\Vllen ?"
"T'night."
"About how soon?"
"Oh, in free, four hours."
Then he took his departure.
Dick had an extremely sober look on his face.
He realized that he was in great danger.
Gray Fox was jealous of him, and would most certainly
put him to death, unless he escaped; and there did not seem
to be much chance of doing this.
He would make the attempt, however. If he was killed while
doing it it would not be so bad as being burned at the stake.
He at once began working at the rope which bound his
wrists.
He had spread his wrists a bit when the brave tied them,
and in this way had them a bit loosened to start with.
He worked like a beaver, but found it a difficult matter to
make any further progress.
One, two hours passed, and still Dick had not succeeded
in getting his hands free.
He was not discouraged, however.
He still had a couple of hours, if Gray Fox had told the
truth.
~lowly

One might be able to do much in two hours, especially when
one's life depended on it.
Dick worked hard.
He pulled, tugged, and strained on the rope.
lt was strong, however, and resisted all his efforts to loosen
it.
To brea,k it was an impossibility.
Another hour passed, and still he seemed to be as far from
being free as ever.
It was so dark in the wigwam that he could not see across
to the other side.
The youth began to fear that the redskins might come to
lead him away to the stake at any moment.
Still he went on with his work.
He would not give up; that was not his style.
Presently he heard a noise.
It was at ·the back of the wigwam, and near where Dick
lay.
·
It was a sort of scratching, or tearing sound.
"I wonder what that is?" thought Dick.
He listened a few moments, and then was electrified by
hearing his name spoken in a cautious whisper:
"Dick Slater."
He recognized the voice, even though it was in a whisper.
It was that of Red Fawn, the Indian maiden.
''Here!" whispered Dick, in reply.
"I am coming."
'The next moment Dick felt the girl's hand on his face.
"Have you a knife?" he whispered.
"Yes."

"Then cut the ropes binding my wrists and ankles."
"l will."
The Indiai1 maiden did so.
'·Now follow me," she whispered. "'You must get 'way
quic-k, or you be taken to stake and burned."
"Lead on. I will follow."
The girl moved softly away.
Dick followed. He went altogether by sound, as he could
not see the maiden. He could hear a faint rustling noise, and
knew it was made by his rescuer.
Red };~awn · had cut a slit in the back part of the wigwam
and they had crept through this; then they made their way
toward the timber, which was perhaps twenty yards distant.
It so happened that there were no camp1lres that threw light
on the strip of ground between the back of the wigwam and
the trees, so the movements of the two were shielded from
the observation of the Indians.
On they moved, slowly but surely.
The girl was an expert at tlfis sort of work, of course, for
she had been tr~ined to it all her life; and Dick was expert,
for he had practised such work a great deal while acting as a
scout and spy.
At last they reached the trees, and rose to their feet.
"You are free," whispered the girl.
·'Thanks to you, Red Fawn!" said Dick, feelingly.
"You saved Red Fawn's life from bear; she do only what
she ought ~o do."
"I thank you, just the same, Red Fawn. And now, I wonder
if I can secure my horse?"
"I have already got horse; come with me."
The girl took Dick's hand and led him through the timber.
Presently they came to the edge of the timber, and there,
tied to a tree, was Major, bridled and saddled.
The road was just beyond.
"Red Fawn, you're a brave, noble-hearted girl!" said Dick
feelingly, "and I shall never forget y.ou."
'
"If Dick Slater remember Red Fawn, that pay enough," said
the girl, and there was a pathetic note in her voice that told
a good deal.
"If ever I have a chance to do anything for you to repay you
for what you have just done for me, rest assured that I will
do it, Red Fawn," said Dick.
"I ask the young white man to do nothing," was the quiet
reply.
"Well, I guess that I had better be going; your people may
learn of my escape at any moment."
"That's so."
At this instant on the night air rose a chorus of angry yells.
CHAPTER III.
TROUBLES MULTIPLY.

"Ugh! Um· have foun' out now!" exclaimed Red l<'awu
"So they have."
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"Young white man better go quick'"
Suddenly he cried out, in a sharp voice of simulated ex"I will do so. Good-by."
citement:
"Good-by."
"Behind you, men! Look out!"
The youth leaped into the saddle and rode away up the
The men involuntarily whirled to see what danger threatroad.
ened them from that direction.
He went at a walk for a few moments, and then at a galThis was just what Dick wanted.
He spoke' a word of command to Major, and the noble animal
~He did not much fear pursuit, and so, after riding a mile .or leaped forward as though shot fr.om a ··catapult.
so, he brought his horse down to a walk.
He was upon the men in an instant, and three were knocked
down and trampled underfoot.
He fell to musing.
Then the Liberty Boy was through the line and riding down
"The question now is, What am I to do?" he thought.
He did not want to get very far away from this vicinity, for the road like a cyclone.
Yells of rage escaped the lips of the members of the party,
liis Liberty Boys were somewhere around, and he wished to
and groans escaped the lips .of those who had been knocked
find them.
It was a bright moonlight night, and Dick was enabled to see down and run over.
The men whirled and fired after the fugitive.
about him almost as well as if it were daytime.
Luckily they fired in such haste that the bullets went wild.
He kept a sharp lookout, for he did not know at what moThen, almost before they knew what was taking place, they
ment he might encounter enemies.
Suddenly a dozen men leaped out from behind the trees at were ridden down by a party of horsemen.
Several of them were knocked down and trampled on, but
the roadside and barred Dick's way.
none were knocked senseless, and they quickly scrambled up
"Halt!" cried one.
and hastened to get in among the trees at the roadside.
The youth brought his horse to a st.op.
The party .of horsemen was made up of Indian braves, and
"Who are you and what do you want?" he cried.
"You are not the one to ask questions," was the retort. they were riding swiftly, in the hope of overtaking the escaping fugitive.
'"rhat is for us to do. A)ld now I ask who you are?"
They brought their horses to a stop, whirled, and rode back
"My name is Tom Fulton."
i to where they had come upon the men. Leaping to the ground,
"Where are you going?"
they darted Into the timber, and tried to catch the white men,
"To the home of an uncle wh'o lives about fifty miles from but failed, and
presently returned to the road and remounted
here."
their horses and rode onward at a gallop.
"Where are you from?"
They kept this up till they had gone a couple of miles, and
"Albany."
then they paused, turned about and rode back.
"When did you leave there?"
They had given up the pursuit.
"Five days ago."
Meanwhile, Dick had ridden steadily and swiftly onward,
"Why are you going to this uncle of yours?"
and when the Indians turned back he was a mile beyond that
"I am going to live with him. I am an orphan and have no point.
borne of my own."
He now brought his horse to a stop.
"Oh, that's it, eh?" ,
He did not wish to go any farther in this direction than was
'•Yes."
absolutely necessary, for every mile took him just that much
"Humph! You tell a very pretty story-Dick Slater!"
farther away from his Liberty Boys.
Dick started.
He sat still and listened intently.
He was surprised.
He could hear no sound of pursuit.
How did this man know who he was?
"I believe they have given it up and gone back,,. he told
This was a difficult question to answer.
himself.
Feeling that his safest course would be to deny his identity,
He hoped that such was the case.
OC>ick said:
He wished to be sure, however, so he sat there several min"'Why do you call me out of my name?"
utes, listening.
"I haven't done so."
. He heard no sound, and SQ decided that he need not go any
"Yes, you have. My name is Tom Fulton."
farther.
"Your name Is Dick Slater."
He finally dismounted and led his horse into the timber . .
This was said positively.
Not wishing to stop too near the road, he continued onward
"You are mistaken," said Dick.
till he had penetrated to a depth of half a mile.
"I am not mistaken. We were told that Dick Slater and the
He was just on the point of stopping, when he came upon
Liberty Boys were in this vicinity, and I am sure that you are an old cabin standing in the midst of a tangle of underbrush.
Dick Slater."
"Hello, here is a cabin," said Dick to himself. "I might as
"I am not; you have made a mistake."
well have a covering over me as not, so will stop here for the
"I don't think so; and you will have to go with us."
night."
"Where to?"
He tied his horse to a tree and unbridled and unsaddled
"It does not matter to you; dismount! "
him.
The time had come when Dick would have to do something.
Then he IQ.ade his way to the cabin and pushed the door open
He would either have to obey orders, dismount and permit and entered.
himself to be made a prisoner, or he would have to make an
It was dark in the room, but Dick was sure the cabin was
'attempt to escape.
empty, and did not hesitate.
Which should he do?
He felt around, until he had made the rounds of the room;
There were at least a dozen of the men, and they had mus- as he had supposed, it was empty, save for a bunk in one corkets and rifles in their hands, and leveled, so it would be ex- ner. This bunk had some boughs of trees in it, and would
tremely dangerous to try to escape.
make a very good place to sleep.
Still, Dick had only just escaped from the Indians, and
Dick spread his blanket in the bunk and got in and lay
he did not feel like permitting himself to be made a prisoner down.
again.
He was tired and was soon asleep.
Dick was naturally brave and daring, and on occasion he
How long he slept he did not know, but he was awakened
could be desperate.
suddenly-and rudely.
And this seemed to be one of the occasions where desperate
He felt himself seized 'by strong hands and whirled over
tactics might avail him something.
upon his face in the bunk.
He decided to make the attempt to escape, come what
He was wide awake upon the instant, and began to struggle
might.
with all his might, but found that his assailant was a most
Just a.5 he came to this decision he heard the sound of hoof- powerful man.
beats behind him.
Try as he might, Dick could not get his wrists free from the
Some horsemen were coming, and from the sound Dick man's grasp.
judged that there must be at least a score of them.
He fought as hard as he could, but the man succeeded in
He at once leaped to the conclusion that the approaching tying his hands in spite of him.
horsemen were Indians, and that they were in pursuit of him.
This done, the youth's assailant whirled him over on his
The Liberty Boy was between two fires, so to speak.
back.
He decided to act.
Dick looked at the man with interest.

.
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He saw a man, strong and powerful-looking, but with a
great hump on his back. His arms were long and powerful,
and the fnce was covered with a black, scraggly beard. Two
fierce-looking eyes glared down upon the youth.
A candle was burning on a rude table, and this made it possible for the two to see each other.
They stared at each other · for a few moments, and then
Dick said:
''Why have you done this?"
"I will tell ye," was the reply. "Ye hev come inter my
cabin, an' thet is somethin' thet I hev sworn thet no man shall
do."
"Is this your cabin?"

I
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"No want you," was the reply, "but want young paleface
heap bad."
"Why do ye want him?"
''He our pris'ner las' night, but um git 'way-ugh."
Dick hardly knew what to think. He was a prisoner no.,.,.
and would be getting from the frying-pan, but only to get intc,
the fire.
Dick waited to see what the hunchback would do.
The man got up and walked to the door and looked out.
Then he came bat:k and cut the rope binding Dick's ankles.
"There are twenty redskins out .there," he said. ' "No use
for me to try to hold ye agin them."
Dick groaned mentally.
"Yes."
He would have preferred remaining the prisoner of the
"Well, I didn't know any one lived here. I am sorry to have hunchback, for he believed that be would have been able to
broken in upon you in this manner, and if you will free my make his escape in some way, but once he was in the hands of
hands I will go my may."
the redskins he would not have much chance for his life.
The man shook his head.
He rose and walked slowly toward the door.
"It is too late," he said. "You are in my cabin, and now
"That right," said the leader of the redskins. ''White boy
I am not goin' to let you leave."
no try t' fight; um got sense."
"What are you going to do with me?"
At this moment there sounded a volley, and six or seven of
The man shook his head again.
'I don't know," he replied. "I will have to think about et." the Indians fell, dead or wounded.
Dick leaped toward the table and seized his belt and pistols.
Dick eyed the man closely. He wondered whether he really
Then he sprang to the doorway and began firing at the redwas in danger.
skins.
He was unable to make up his mind. Presently he said:
He brought down two before they got away, and then an
"Unfasten my wrists, sir, and let me go. Had I known that
exclamation of delight escaped his lips, for he recognized the
this cabin was occupied I would not have entered."
"I will hev to think et over," was the reply. "I hev sworn newcomers. They were the Liberty Boys!
The youths-for they were all young fellows--dashed
that no man shall enter my cabin and live, and I think thet I
through the timber in pursuit of the redskins, but were soon
shall keep my oath."
back again, for they knew it was not worth while trying to
Dick did not like this at all.
"But my case is different," he protested. "I did not come capture the Indians when they had a chance to run and keep
and push my way in, knowing that you lived here and did not out of sight among the trees.
When they had all returned to the cabin Dick gave them a
want visitors. Free me and let me go, and I will not bother
warm greeting.
vou again."
· But the man shook his head.
"You got here in time to save me from capture, boys," he
"I will keep you here till morning," he said. "Then r will sa~,d. "Bu! how di~ you ha~pen .to ~nd t~is cabin, anyway?"
decide what shall be done."
We weie followmg the 1edskms, repl!ed Bob Estabrook,
He had closed and barred the door and now he spread a J a handsome youth of Dick's own age. "We had no idea you
'
blanket on the floor and lay down, after blowing the light I were h ere. "
out.
The hunchback was standing in the doorway glaring at the
"Put me on th~ floor, and you take the bunk," said Dick. yo,?ths.
.
,, .
.
.
"No, rest easy to-night; it may be your last."
I guess we will go now, Dick said to him.
This was not very consoling, but Dick made up his mind
!,h~ h~nchback n:ade no re~ly.
.
to take the advice. Because it might be the last night he
A1 en t you afraid the Indians will come back and kili
would ever get a chance to sleep was no reason why he should you?" Dit'k asked.
remain awake, so he was soon sound asleep.
''They won't hurt me," the man replied.
When he awoke again it was moruing, and the hunchhack
"You are sure?"
was cooking some bacon at the fireplace . at the end of the
"Yes."
room.
"Very well. Then we will go."
'l'he bacon smelled good, for Dick was hungry.
Dick's horse was where he had left him, and he untied
He stirred, and the hunchback looked around.
Major, bridling and saddling him, and soon the party was
•·so ye are awake, are ye?" he said.
making its way through the timber toward the road, the other
"Yes."
youths having untied their horses, which had been left a
"l s ' po ~ e ye are hungry?"
couple of hundred yards back from the cabin.
"To tell the truth, I am."
As they walked along, Dick told the youths his adventures,
"Well, breakfas'll soon be ready."
and then he asked:
He was to have something to eat, then.
"How did you come out of the encounter with the British
Dick was very glad to know this. Even though he was to troopers?"
be put to death soon afterward, he would be glad to eat
"All right," replied Bob Estabrook. "They wounded two or
another square meal beforehand.
three of us, but not seriously."
When he had finished cooking the bacon the hunchback
Presently they reached the road, and here they mounted and
placed the meat and some bread on the table. Then he came rode onward toward the west.
to the bunk and looked at Dick thoughtfully. A few moments
Dick and Bob rode in the lead and conversed as they went.
later he said:
The question they discussed was regarding what they should
"C'ome to the table."
do.
Dick got out of the bunk and walked to the table and took
'l'hey were desirous of remaining in the vicinity; for they
a seat on the end of a block that was used as a stool.
were expecting the coming of a large force under General SulThen the hunchback bound the youth's ankles and un- livan.
fastened his wrists, first having been careful to remove Dick's
They did not know just when it would reach this part of the
belt and weapons.
country.
"Now go ahead and eat," he said.
"I think we had better bunt up a good location and go into
They had just begun eating when there sounded a guttural camp," said Dick.
"How?" and, looking around, they saw several Indians stand"I think so too •· agreed Bob. "There Is certainly work
Ing at the open door.
'
, enough for us' to d~ in these parts, old man."
"The woods are full of them."
"Let's be on the lookout for a good camping place, then."
CHAPTER IV.
They kept their eyes open, and at last Dick pointed to a h1ll ,
half a mile distant, to the left. It was about three-quarters
BAD WORK.
of a mile from the Mohawk River.
"How?" said one, grinning in a manner which showed that J "I wonder if that wouldn't be a good place to go into camp?"
be remarked.
he was enjoying the situation.
•·I should think so, Dick. "
"What d'ye want here?" the hunchback asked.
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''"\Ve will be able to keep a good lookout over the surrounding country from there."
''Yes; and yonder are two farmhouses, where we ought to be
abl e to get provisions."
"True. And if we should be attacked, the position on the
hill would be a strong one."
'·So it would. We could thrash four or five times our own
number."
They turned aside and left the road.
Dismounting, they led their horses, and made their way
slowly and toilsomely up the slope.
When they reached the top of the '1m they found that it
was an ideal place for an encampment. There was a level
place of about two acres on the top, and this would afford them
plenty of room, both for themselves and for the horses.
They began making arrangements to camp here at once.
They attended to the horses first, unbridling and unsaddling
them, and then they selected the site for the encampment.
It was almost noon when they got through, and then they
made fires and proceeded to cook their dinners.
When this was done they ate heartily.
"What are we going to do this afternoon, Dick?" asked
Bob.
"I guess we may as well remain here and get used to our
surroundings. We wlll keep a lookout for parties of redcoats,
Tories, or Indians, and if we see some we will go after them."
"That's the way to talk."
They put in the afternoon in camp.
They had sentinels out, and also two youths were in the
•
tops of trees watching for enemies.
None were seen, however, and when evening came the
youths cooked and ate their suppers and got ready to settle
down for the night.
Bob presently came to Dick and suggested that some of the
youths go on a foraging expedition.
"We are in need of some provisions," he said.
"All right; you take a party and go down to the houses in
the valley, Bob," said Dick. "Get as much in the way of food
supplies as you can, Bob."
"We will."
Then Bob and a dozen of the youths set out.
They were not long in reaching the nearest house, and from
the talk of the owner they judged that he was a patriot.
Bob told him that they were in need of some provisions, and
he gave them all the meat, potatoes and cornmeal that they
could carry, and told them to come back and get more when
that was gone.
''Thank you, Mr. Ferris," said Bob. "We will do so."
The family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Ferris and Anna, seventeen, and Tom, twelve years of age.
One of the Liberty Boys, Henry French by name, took a
great liking to the girl. Nor was he to be blamed, for she was
an exceedingly pretty girl.
He talked of her all the way to the encampment, and the
boys joked him quite a little.
"Say, Dick, if you have any occasion to send to the farmhouse for anything at any time in the future, send Harry,"
grinned Bob, when they reached the encampment.
"Why so, Bob?"
"There's a girl there-a right pretty girl she is, too-and
Harry has fallen in love with her."
"Oh, that's it, eh?"
'·Yes."
"All right; I always like to help any one along all I can, under such circumstances, so I will bear what you have said in
mind."
"Much obliged, Dick," said Harry, who was good-natured
and ready to take a joke.
The night passed quietly.
While the youths were eating breaH:fast, however, they heard
the sound of firing.
The sound came from the direction of the farmhouses down
in the valley.
One of the youths leaped up and climbed a tree.
He had been there only a few moments when he called
down, saying:
•·Some r edcoats, Tories, and Indians are making an attack
on the farmho use where we got the provisions yesterday
evening."
'' Is that so?" exolaimed Dick.
Harry French was on his feet in an instant.
"Let's go down there and drive the scoundrels away!" he
cried.
"That is what we will do," said Bob.
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"Yes," said Dick. "Come along, boys."
They hastened away at once.
As it was down-hill most of the way, they could make vef)I
good headway.
When they drew near the farmhouse they slackened their •
speed.
They were yet in the timber, and could not see the house
from where they were.
The bill sloped to within two hundred yards of the house,
and then the ground was level.
They reached the foot of the slope, and then made their way
through the timber at a moderate pace.
They kept a sharp lookout in the direction of the house.
Presently they caught sight of the house and the yard in
front of it.
The scene upon which they looked was one that amazed and
horrified them.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferris and Tom were tied hand and foot and
lay on the ground, while Anna was tied to a tree, with fagots
piled around her. It looked as if the fiends were "'toing to
burn her at the stake!
The truth of the matter was that the redcoats, Tories, and
Indians had found a barrel of wine in the cellar, and bad
drank so much of it that they were intoxicated and ready for
·
any deviltry.
When the Liberty Boys saw what the redcoats, Tories and
Indians were doing, their blood boiled with anger.
"Fire, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick; "kill the brutes! Don't
leave one alive, if you can help it!"
The youths fired a volley.
Crash-roar!
Loudly it rang out, awakening the echoes in the Mohawk
valley.
Then on the air rose shrieks, yells, war-whoops and groans.
The noise was enough to make one's blood run cold.
"Give it to them again, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick.
Crash-roar!
CHAPTER V.
SURROUNDED!

The second volley was from pistols, so it did not do such
good execution as had been the case with the muskets. Still,
quite a number were killed or wounded.
The redcoats, Tories and Indians fired a scattering, random
volley that did little or no damage, and then fled.
They knew that they were outnumbered, and so they did
not feel like trying to stand their ground and make a fight.
The Liberty Boys were angry, however, and were not disposed to let the enemy escape so easily.
"Pursue them! " cried Dick. "Don't let one esc&.pe."
The youths obeyed the command with alacrity.
That is, they obeyed the order to pursue the redcoats and
their allies, and they were uetermined, too, to kill as many
as possible.
There was one Liberty Boy who did not pursue the enemy,
however; the youth in question was Harry French.
He paused and cut the rope binding Anna Ferris to the
tree.
"Anna! Poor girl!" half-whispered Harry, in a tender voice;
"sit down and I will go and free your parents and brother."
"Thank you!" said Anna, and she sat down. She was weak
and faint from fatigue and fright.
Harry then went and cut the bonds of Mr. and Mrs. and
Tom Ferris, and they rose to their feet and thanked the youth.
"You and your comrades have done us a great favor!" said
Mr. Ferris.
"And we thank you most heartily!" from Mrs. Ferris. Then
she went to where Anna sat and kissed her daughter.
Anna was feeling better now, and rose to her feet.
She and her mother looked about them, on the dead and
wounded redcoats, Tories and Indians, and shuddered.
"You had better go into the house," said Harry, who noticed this.
"Yes, go on in,'' urged Mr. Ferris. "This is no sight for
you."
The two entered the house, which luckily, had not been
set on fire by the redcoats and their allies. Doubtless it would
have been fired had not the Liberty Boys put in an appearance and driven the scoundrels away.
Meantime, Dick and his comrades were chasing the rdtlcoats, Indians and Tories.
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The villains seattered and ran in as many different directions as there were men, but the Liberty Boys scattered, too,
and kept after them.
Every few seconds the crack of a pistol was heard, and
· nearly every time either a redcoat, 'l'ory or Indian was killed
or wounded.
The Liberty Boys kept up the chase as long as they could
sea any of the scoundrels, and when at last they could see no
more of them they made their way back to the farmhouse.
Here they took a look around, and found seventeen dead
redcoats, Tories and Indians, and five wounded ones. Of
these three were redcoats and two were Tories.
"'Now, the question is, what shall be done ·with the wounded
men?" said Dick.
"The Tories might be taken to their homes," said Mr. Ferris.
'·You know them, then?"' asked Dick.
"Yes; they are neighbors of mine, though we have not been
on good terms for some time, owing to the difference in our
political beliefs.··
·'I understand. Well. bitch up your wagon, and we will
place the two men in it, and you may take them home."
"Very well..,
Then Dick ordered the Liberty Boys to bury the dead redcoats, Tories and Indians, and they did so.
'l'he wagon was ready by that time, and the two wounded
Tories were placed in it, on straw that had been placed in the
wagon-box. The three redcoats were carried into the house.
Their wounds were dressed in the best manner possible as
had been the case with the two Tories.
Dick sent four of the Liberty Boys along with Mr. Ferris,
to help get the wounded .men out of the wagons and into their
houses, when these should be reached.
It was not far to the men's homes, so it did not take such
a very long while to make the trip and return.
Everything was now all right again, and so the Liberty
Boys bade the members of the Ferris family good-by and went
b:'!ck to their encampment on the hill.
The youths did not know it, but they were pursued back to
their encampment l:>y an Indian, who followed with the
utealtbiness of a cat stalking a bird.
The Indian in question was Gray Fox.
His face was dark with rage, for a number of his best braves
harl fallen before the bullets of the hated paleface youths.
He evidently recognized the leader of the Liberty Boys as
being the youth he had had a priscner, and who had escaped,
for once or twice he fitted an arrow to his bow and drew it
bad(, as though with the intention of shooting Dick, but gave
up the idea.
Doubtless he did not wish to let the youths know that they
'Yere being followed.
\\'hpn the Liberty Boys reached the encampment, Gray Fox
paused not far away and took in the scene with his keen
eyes.
··Ugh! White boys have camp here,·· he said to himself.
He remliined there, watching, for an hour or more.
Then he stole away, a cunning look on his fac·e.
"We ketch white !Joys!., he muttered. ..We ~urroun' um an'
kill um or make um pris'ners. ·•
The Liberty Boys kept close watch all the rest of that day,
but did not catch sight of any redcoats, Tories, or Indians.
Tl1ey had e"·pected that their action in striking the enemy
such a blow would bring them forth in search of the ones
who had done the striking, but such was not the case.
'iVhen night came, the sentinels were stationed, and then
the youths Jay down and went to sleep.
When morning came they were given a surprise, for they
found out that their encampment was surrounded by redcoats, Tories and Indians.
The force was too strong for them to break through, and
they would have to remain where they were and make the best
fight possible.
.. Great guns, Dick; it looks as if we are in for it! " said
Bob.
"Yes, so it does, .. agreed Dick.
"But we"Jl make a. fight that is a fight, eh?"
"Yes, indeed.··
The redcoats and their allies made an attack about ten
o'clock, but were repulsed. The Liberty Boys fired so rapidly
and with such deadly precision that the enemy was forced to
retire.
Later on the redcoats sent a messenger under the protection
of a flag of truce.
Dic·k went out to meet him.
•·what do you want?" the youth asked.
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"My commander has sent me to ask you to surrender."
"Oh, he has, eh?"
"Yes ..,

•·wen, you go back and tell your commander that we will
do nothing of the kind."
"You had better think before answering."
'·No, the matter does not require any extra thought."
"But we outnumber you so greatly that you will have to sur·,
render, sooner or later, for you cannot break through and
escape."
"That remains to be seen."
"I should think that you could see it easily enough ..,
"No matter. We will not surrender."
"You are foolish."
"Perhaps so; perhaps not."
"Let me tell you something else, then, Dick Slater."
"Go ahead."
"We have sent for reinforcements, and they will be here this
evening ..,
"Is that so?"
"Yes."
"What of it?"
"Just this. That you will be overwhelmed then, and will
be captured, probably after losing a number of your men."
"So that is what you think, eh?"
"Yes."

"You may be right; and then again you may be wrong."
"Bah! Why not listen to reason, and surrender now?"
"Because I am not willing to take your word for anything.
You i;nay have reinforcements coming, and then again you
may not."
"It is the truth.··
"Possibly; but we will wait and see."
"You are the most stubborn fellow I have ever known."
··rt pays to be stubborn sometimes."
"It will not pay you this time."
"That remains to be seen."
"Bah!"
"You said that before," smiling.
The messenger stared at Dick. He could not understand
how the youth could be so cool and unconcerned when he and
his comrades were in such danger.
.
"I don't know what to make of you, Dick Slater," he said,
slowly and thoughtfully.
"\Vhat do you mean?"
"I mean that I cannot understand how you can be so cool
and calm. Surely you do not realize the gravity of your situation."
.. Perhaps not; then again, perhaps the situation is not as
grave for us as it seems to you."
"You know that you have no chance whatever to escape."
''You are mistaken."
"Nothing of Ure kind.• It is plain enough. You can't escape,
even now. and when we receive our reinforcements what
chance will you have?"
"We won't have as good a chance then as we have now, perhaps."
.. You will have no chance whatever; and for that matter you
have none even now, and would be doing a wise thing if you
surrendered."
"You . have a right to think that, if you wish. I think differently."
"Then there is no 11se talking to you longer."
"Not a bit."
"Very well. I will go b.' ~ 't an~1 make my report.··
He turned back, and Dick uid the ~ame.
'"What did he want, Dick?"' asked Bob.
''He wanted us to surrender."
"So I supposed; and you didn't agree to do it?.,
"No."
,,,,
"That's right; if they get us, let them have to work for it."
"That is what they will have to do, Bob."
T!J.en they discussed the situation earnestly.
The youths realized that they were in great danger.
· They might break through the enemy's lines and escape,
but they would lose a goodly numl:>er of their party, and this
was something that Dick could not look upon with equanimity.
He loved each and every one of the youths like a brother,
and he was always very careful not to take any more chance~'>
than was absolutely necessary.
They were unable to come to any decision regarding their
course, other than to stay where they were and be ready to
l"epulse the enemy if it made an attack.
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Suddenly, however, Dick uttered an exclamation.
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He passed over several more trees and finally got beyond

"If they can get reinforcements, why may not we?" he cried. the last l_
i ne of sentries, after which he slid down to the

"Where could we get them?" asked Bob.
'·I don't know, but it is possible that General Sullivan's
force is somewhere in this vicinity."
''But even if it is, how are you going to let the general know
that we are in trouble and need help?"
"I am going to slip through the enemy's lines and go and
tell him, Bob."
Bob shook his head.
"You can never get through their lines," he said.
"I can try," quietly.
"Yes, and you will be captured, old fellow."
"I don't think so; but even if I am captured, it will only be
what would happen later on, anyhow."
"That's so; but, Dick, you had better let me go at the same
time you do. One might fail, and the other might succeed,
you know."
'·True."
"Then I'm to g-0?"
"Yes."
"Good! When will we make the attempt-in the first part of
the night or the last?"
"We will start about eleven o'clock."
"All right; I'll be ready."
Then the two began making their preparations.
They realized that they were going to attempt a very dangerous thing, but did not falter or hesitate.
At last evening came, and the youths cooked and ate their
suppers.
Presently it grew dark, and the sentinels were tripled, for
Dick feared that an attack might be made.
Hour after hour passed.
it last eleven o'clock arrived.
Dick and Bob bade the other youths good-by and then left
the encampment.
They moved slowly and cautiously after they passed the last
line of Liberty Boys' sentinels, for they did not know at what
moment they might encounter some of the redcoats, Tories
or Indians.
They went only a short distance together; then they paused
and shook hands.
"Good-by, Bob, and good luck to you," said Dick in a cautious whisper.
"Good-by, Dick, and luck to you," was the reply.
Then they parted, each stealing away in a different direction.

ground, and crept away on hands and knees until at length
he felt he was quite safe.
"So far I'm all right," he said to himself. "Now the question is, in which direction shall I go to look for Sullivan's encampment?"
He was puzzled for a while to know in which direction he
should go, but reaching a road, he followed it, keeping a keen
lookout for camp-fires.
Bob had gone about half a mile in a direction opposite to
that followed by Dick, when he suddenly caught sight of a
glimmering light back from the roadside.
As he was not sure whether it was kindled by friend or foe,
he proceeded toward it very cautiously and came out in a
clearing In which there stood a log hut.
The light had been shinging through a window in this rude
structure, coming from a rather dim oil lamp.
Up to the window crept Bob, and he peered in.
A small living-room was revealed.
In the open fireplace roared a log fire which was sending
forth a crimson glow throughout the room.
An old man with snow-white beard and wild eyes was sitting bound hand and foot on a chair before the fire, and three
rough-looking men were grouped around him.
They held flintlock pistols aimed at the prisoner's head, and
one of them who seemed to be the leader of the trio was saying in gruff tones:
"You may as well open up first as last whur yer hev got ther
money hid, Jed Hawkins."
"I won't!" was the prisoner's quavering reply. "If you kill
me, Simon Boggs, you'll learn absolutely nothing."
"That may be, friend Hawkins, but I will hev ther satisfaction of kuowin' you won't live ter enjoy it."
"Well, I'll never reveal my secret."
"Remember," threateningly, "I'll shoot if yer don't..,
"Fire away! Far better death than the loss of my money."
"What an old miser!" hissed another of the ruffians, casting
a glance of contempt at the old man. "He'd sooner lose his
life than his gold. Speak out, old man, Pl1d don't be a fool.
Your gold ain't as valuable as your life. Speak out while
there is yet time."
"No, no!"

"Do you defy me?" fiercely asked the leader.
"Yes."
"Hold on, Simon!" interrupted .the other man just as Boggs
was about to pull the trigger.
"Wull," snarled the leader. "Whut now?"
"I have thought of a sure way of making him confess."
CHAPTER VI.
"How?" eagerly.
"Torture him."
Wll.AT HAPPENED TO BOB.
"Good! Good! Thet orter fetch him."
"Will you do as I say?"
Although Bob Estabrook was very rash and impulsive, he
"Name your plan, Bill."
never lost his caution In a time of grave danger.
"We can hold his hand in the flame of the fire until he OW!lS
He was thoroughly versed in woodcraft, ,and this knowledge up. He won't be able to withstand that argument."
now stood him in good stead.
"Shore enuff. You've hit it."
After parting with Dick, he slowly but carefully made his
The old man's face turned white.
way through the trees toward the enemy's line of sentries.
He writhed in his chair, and gasped:
He noticed that the trees grew so close together that in
"Mercy! Mercy!"
many places their branches overlapped each other.
"Bah!•· said Boggs, "yer howlin' at last, are yer?"
"There's a road through their lines over their heads," he
"Don't be so cruel. Don't burn me."
muttered. "Here goes to see if I can't fool them."
"Shet up! We're goln' ter make yer tork."
With that he climbed up in one of the trees and then
The look of despair on the old man's face deepened, and it
watched and listened until he had the nearest sentry located. made Bob's blood boil with indignation to see how cruel
This done, he had a good clue to follow, by which he was these three ruffians were to their victim.
able to govern all his future actions.
He crept around to the door, which stood open.
As noiselessly as a panther he crept out on a big bough, and,
"I may not be a match for the three," he muttered, "but
reaching the limb of the next tree, he worked his way in until I won't let them torture the poor old wretch in that fashion
..,
he reached the trunk, where he paused.
As he spoke he loosened one of the pistols in his felt.
Two more trees were gained in this manner, whieh brought
Meanwhile, one of the trio had loosened the old man·s arms
him right over the head of the nearest sentry.
and, terrified at the awful torture they meant to inflict upon
Extreme caution was now necessary.
him, old Jed Hawkins began to struggle and yell:
Waiting until the man had paced off on his beat, Bob made
"Help! Help! Help!"
his way over into the next tree.
"Shet up! " roared Boggs.
A small branch, unseen in the gloom, snapped beneath his
"Save me!" shrieked the old man in a frenzy.
feet and brought the sentinel to a sudden pause.
"Haw! Haw! Haw!" chuckled Boggs, "nobody will hear yer
The boy remained as quiet as a mouse.
squawkin' in these here woods. Haul him over ter ther fire,
He fairly held his breath -when he saw the man peer ar.o und boys, an' b.urn him."
in the darkness and heard him demand in shJtrp tones:
"No! No!" screamed the old man, who was fighting like a
"Who goes there?"
madman to get free. "Don't hurt me."
The sentry soon became convinced th ~ t he had become
Bob could not stand the harrowing scene any longer.
alarmed at nothing and resumed his measured walk.
He sprang into the room and, leveling his pistol at Boggs,
On crept Bob when he was out of earshot.
• he shouted sternly:
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"Stop!··
The three ruffians started.
They paused and glared around at the boy in" amazement.
For a few moments there was a deep silence, a glad look
of relief sweeping over the aged victim's face.
"Save me!" he cried hoarsely.
An ugly frown gathered on the brow of Boggs.
"Say!" he growled, "who are you?"
"Drop that old man, or you'll regret it," replied Bob.
wwe ain't a-goin' ter do nu thin' of ther kind."
"Don't be rash, sir. I've got you covered."
"Oh, thet be blowed. Lower yer pistol."
"I am going to count three," said Bob, rigidly. "If you ain't
out of this hut when I finish, one of you will die."
"Yer can't skeer us thet way," leered Boggs.
"Very well. You'll soon see that I'm not fooling. One!"
"Better let him go!" whispered Bill.
"No, I won't!" snarled Boggs, angrily.
"Two!" exclaimed Bob.
With a sudden cat-like leap, Boggs landed close to the boy.
Bang! went Bob's pistol at the same instant.
"Three!" he added in grim tones.
"Ouch! I'm 'shot!" roared Boggs, tumbling over on the floor.
The other two ruffians dashed across the room, Bill dodging
into a closet and the other getting behind a big chest.
Bob had three more pistols.
He thrust the empty one in his belt, and, drawing another,
he aimed It toward the man behind the chest and cried:
"Get out of here, you villain, or you'll get It next!"
The man heard him coming, and with a wild yell of alarm
he made a rush for the door and disappeared outside.
Just then Bill fired a shot at Bob from the closet, but he
was so nervous that his hand shook and the bullet flew wide
of its mark.
"Out of the closet with you!" cried Bob.
He received no reply, and let a shot fly at the panel of the
, half-closed door.
A Yell came from the interior.
The next moment out dashed Bill and he rushed for the door
and disappeared after his comrade.
Bob saw Boggs rolling and groaning on the floor, and as he
seemed helpless, the Liberty Boy drew out his knife and strode
over to Jed Hawkins.
"Cut my bonds!" pleaded the old man.
"I'm going to, .. replied Bob, kindly.
Only his an.kles were tied now, and Bob gashed the rope
that held them and assisted the old man to rise.
"There, .. said he gently. "You are quite safe now, sir."
The old man gave him a cunning look, and retreated across
the room to a doorway at the back.
"I s'pose you' ll be after my money next," he growled in
suspicious tones. "Everybody that comes here seems to want
to rob me. "
"Oh. no," replied Bob. "I'm no thief."
.. I don't know about that," grumbled the old fellow, as he
;·eachcd the door. "I don't trust any one!"
And he disappeared in the back room.
"What an ungrateful old bear!" thought Bob in disgust.
"HHQ I've actually saved his life and he didn't even so much
as thank me for it ...
Just then the old miser rushed out of the back room armed
with an old musket, al'!d, aiming it at Bob, he shouted excitedly:
·'Get out of here! Get out of here or I'll shoot you ..,
"Good gracious!" gasped Bob. "He thinks I've saved him
from the others so I could rob him myself!" and seeing that
the old ie!low meant to fire unless he departed, Bob took to
his heels and dashed out of the hut.

CHAPTER VII.
DICK AND GE::<IEnAL SULLI'l'AX.

Dick had done lots of dangerous scout and spywork in the
three years he had been in the patriot army.
He had been through many adventures and had been in
many tight places, but he was sure that he had never tried to
do anything that presented as many difficulties as this affair
did.
Ile knew that it would require great care and patience to
enable him to succeed in getting through the enemy's lines,
and even then there was a big chance that he would not succeed.
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He was not daunted, however.
He did not fear for himself, but he feared that something
might happen to Bob.
He knew that Bob was of a rash, impulsive temperament,
and that he was likely to get into trouble where others might
not do so.
On Dick moved, slowly and cautiously.
He gradually neared the lines of the enemy, and then he redoubled his precaution.
He dropped upon his hands and knees and crawled along.
This enabled him to minimize the danger of being seen by
any of the redcoats, Tories or Indians.
The danger would be greatest when he was passing through
the portion where the main force was, but as the majority of
them would be asleep there would not be so much danger if he
was very careful.
Slowly he made his way along.
He crawled past a number of men who were sound asleep.
Presently he saw some who were awake, but he was careful
to give them a wide berth.
It was the work of a full hour, and then, to his infinite relief and satisfaction, Dick found himself beyond the enemy's
lines.
He had succeeded in getting through the lines without being
discovered.
The most dangerous part of his work was past; now he
would enter upon the search for General Sullivan's force.
He might ,find this force, and then again he might not.
Then he wondered if Bob had succeeded in getting through
the enemy's lines.
He hoped that such was the case.
There was no time for pondering, however. He must act.
He moved away through the timber.
Five minutes later he was at the home of Mr. Ferris.
He went around to the rear and knocked on the door.
He had to knock several times before he heard any one,
and then presently the door opened, and Mr. Ferris stood there,
candle in hand.
"Ah, Mr. Slater, is it you'/" the farmer exclaimed.
"Yes, Mr. Ferris."
"I thought the redcoats, Tories, and Indians had you surrounded up on the hill."
"So they have, but I slipped through."
"Well, well! I would not have believed that any one could
do such a thing."
'
"It was hard work, but I managed to do it. And now, sir,
I wish to know if you can let me have a horse."
"Certainly."
"Yery well, and thank you."
"I will go to the stable with you."
They went to the stable, and bridled and saddled a horse.
Dick explained that he was going in search of General Sullivan and his force.
"I hope that you will find them," said Mr. Ferris .
"So do I."
Then he bade the farmer good-by, mounted, and rode away.
He rode west a mile, till he came to a cross-road, and then
he turned to the left and rode in that direction.
The moon was well down in the western heavens, but it
gave a good deal of light, and the Liberty Boy could see to
make his way along without having to trust to his horse to
keep to the road.
On he rode.
Mile after mile was gone over, and the moon sank lower
and lower, and at last went out of sight altogether, leaving
all in darkness.
Still Dick kept on going.
He hoped to find General Sullivan's force, but feared that
he might not do so.
A great deal depended on his finding the patriots.
On and still on he rode.
At last he brought his horse to a stop on the top of a hill.
"I believe that I will climb a tree and take a look around,''
he said to himself. "If General Sullivan's force is anywhere
in this part of the country it is likely that there would be at
least one camp-fire, and perhaps several, and I would be able
to see the reflection from them."
Dismounting, he tied his horse to a tree.
Then he climbed a tree and began looking around.
He looked first to the south and then to the west; seeing
nothing, he turned to the east.
A faint reflection against the eastern horizon caught his attention at once.
"Jove, I believe they are there!" he told himself.
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He gazed long and earnestly.
The longer he looked the more certain he was that he was
right.
"Yes, that light is from camp-fires!" he murmured. "I will
wager that General Sullivan and his force are there."
Then h e began trying to figure out the probable distance
to the encampment.
"It is at least five miles from here," he at last decided.
Then he descended, and mounted his horse.
"There must be a road leading. eastward not far from here,"
he thought.
The trouble would be to find the road. It was so dark he
could not see it.
When he thought that he was in the vicinity of the point
where the road crossed, he dismounted and walked and felt
his way along the left-hand side of the road.
At last he came to a point where there was a break of fifty
or sixty feet in the timber, and he felt sure that this was
where the road crossed. He felt on the ground and found
that he was right; he felt the ruts cut by the wheels of vehicles.
He mounted his horse and rode toward the east.
It was now so dark that he could not see his hand before
his face, and he let the horse pick his way.
Horses, like cats, seem to have the faculty of seeing in the
dark, and the brute had no difficulty in keeping in the road.
On the youth rode for perhaps half an hour, and then he
caught sight of a reflection such as would be made by campfires ahead of him.
"I am almost to the encampment," he told himself. "I am
glad of that!"
He rode onward, slowly now, for he was nearing the camp,
and knew that he would soon be challenged.
He had gone only a short distance when he h eard a sharp
voice call out:
"Halt! Who comes there?"
Dick brought his horse to a stop instantly.
"A friend," he replied.
"Advance, friend, and give the countersign·. "
Dick rode forward till close to the sentinel, and then said:
"{ don't know the countersign, nor do I know you personally, but I am sure I am a friend."
·
"You may be sure of it," was the shrewd reply, "but how
are you going to satisfy me that such is the case?"
"Let me ask'you a question?"
"Go ahead."
"Is this force the one under General Sullivan?"
"You don't suppose that I am going to answer your questions, do you?" was the reply.
"It will do no harm for you to do so."
"Well, I understand my business better than that. Stay
where you are till I call the officer of the guard."
He summoned the officer of the guard, and that oflicE!r asked
Dick who he was and who he wished to see.
"I wish to see General Sullivan," was the reply.
"'l'ell me who you are."
Dick was careful. He coUJd not see the color of 1Jie men's
uniforms, and it was possible that he had happened upon a
forte of British instead of the patri0ts. So he replied:
'·My name is Sam Stoller, and I live three miles west of this
place. I wish to see General Sullivan."
"V/hat is your business with him?"
''It is something that concerns only him, and I must see
him."
·'Very well. Come with me, and I will see if General Sullivan is in the encampment."
_
He led the way into the encampment, Dick following and
leading his horse.
"Wait here," said the officer of the guard.
Dick paused and stead there, leaning against his horse.
Presently the officer of the guard returned, and said:
"General Sullivan is here, but unless your business is of the
utmost importance, the orderly will not awaken him. It is
such an unearthly hour, you know."
"Yes, 1 know. Well, tell the orderly that it is of the utmost
importance that I should see the general. I may say that the
lives of one hundred brave patriots depends on my seeing him
at once ..,
"Come with me; the general would want that he should be
awakened under such circumstances."
Dick accompanied the officer to a tent, in which the general
evidently had his quarters.
The orderly was summoned, and Dick's words were repeated
to him.

"Very well. I will awaken the general and tell him," the orderly said.
He did s~. and when he asked Dick what. name he should
announce him by, the youth gave his right name. He was
sure he was in the patriot encampment now, and did not think
it necessary to longer hide his identity.
'
General Sullivan had heard of Dick Slater, and he gave the
youth a warm welcome.
"Now, tell me why you are her'e, Captain Slater," he said.
Dick did so, at once, detailing the danger the Liberty Boys
were in, and ended by asking if General Sullivan would go
to their rescue, with his force.
"Most assuredly!" was the reply. ''We will be on the march
within the hour. Your Liberty Boys shall be saved, if such
a thing is possible! "
"Thank you, sir!" said Dick.

I
CHAPTER VIII.
HOW BOB GOT THE BEST 0 .F SIX MEN.

Bob Estabrook was the most astonished boy for miles
around when he rushed out of the old miser's hut.
He did not pause until he was far up the road, and then he
sat down an a rock panting for breath.
"Well, by Jove!" he muttered. "That beats everything I
ever experienced. The old rascal would have shot me dead if
I hadn't run away. Well, that's one time in my life that I
made a fool of myself in trying to help a fellow creature in
distress . Now, old Hawkins wifi have to fight it out alone if
those two ruffians I drove out should return. And it will serve
him just right if they should happen to get his money away
from him. I never saw such an ingrate before in all my life.
Well, that settles my interest in him. He can get out of his
predicament the best way he can."
And Bob rose and proceeded up the road.
The more he thought about the matter, the more he saw
how ludicrous the whole affair was.
"I'd better not tell any of the boys about it when I go back,"
he reflected. "If I do they will make all manner of fun of me.
Yes, I'll keep mum. That's my best course. And now, to see
if I can find General Sullivan's troops."
He kept on for several miles, but, as he was going in the
wrong direction, he of course failed to see any signs of those
he was searching for.
But he did see those he was not searching for.
A band of Indians suddenly came out of the woods ahead
of him, p.nd he feaped behind a rock, and, peering out, saw
them cross the road and plunge into the woods on the other
side.
Bob remained there hiding for some time after they disappeared. He knew the crafty nature of the r edmen and was
not sure that they had not seen him.
At length, however, he ventured ahead, and safely passing
the spot where they had first appeared, he kept on in the
shadow of the tall timber, and reached a place of safety.
The rumbling and creaking sound of a wagon approaching
presently reached his ears, and he crept into the bushes.
In five minutes he saw a farm wagon drawn by a team of
horses come around a bend in the road.
Upon the seat sat the farmer, dozing as his old horses
sleepily plodded ahead toward the nearest town where he expected to dispose of the vegetables in the wagon.
"Perhaps this fellow can tell me if Sallivan's forces are
encamped up the road in the direction he came fr.om," thought
Bob. "I'll try him, anyway."
When the team drew quite close, he stepped out in the middle of the road.
"Hey!" he shouted.
"Ugh!" grunted the farmer, starting up from his nap, and
suddenly r eining in his horses. "Who vos dot?"
. "It's a German 01· a Dutchman," thought Bob; then he
called:
"Hold on! I want to speak to you."
The farmer was armed with a clu_b, and he grasped it and
growled:
"Vas you a teef, huh?"
"I'm an honest man, sir."
"Vot you vant mit me, mynheer?"
"Information, if you please."
"Und ohf I don'd blease; vot den?"
"Then I don't get it, I suppose."
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"How can you~ You are at our mercy."
"Yaw! Dot's it. Yell shpoken oud, vunct, v.o t it iss?"
".I certainly was, but I am no longer," retorted Bob, and
"I am looking for a soldiers' encampment, and I thought
he suddenly grabbed the captain by the throat, pinned/ him
perhaps you could tell me where it is."
against a tree and pointed a pistol at his head.
"You tink righd apoud dot,"
"Help!" gurgled the captain hoarsely.
"Well, where is it?"
"Stand back there!" shouted Bob at the redcoats. "The
"Off by der left, vun mile more."
first man who dares to attack me will cause this man to get
"Do you know whose camp it is?"
shot."
"Nein. I ditend ask me sotnepody aboud dot."
This bold threat made the soldiers hesitate.
"Were there many soldiers there?"
Observing his advantage, Bob continued:
"Yaw. ¥ou pet dere vos."
"You can see I'm desperate. If I must die, your captain will
_.
"How many?"
perish with me. I now demand that you march down to your
"Och, you tink I shtop und counted dem?"
"No," laughed Bob, "I thought you might tell me roughl:V camp. If you don't instantly obey I'll kill this man!"
Seeing the soldiers still hesitating, the captain gasped:
about how many men you thought might be there."
"Go, men, go, I command you."
"I don'd tink noddings apoud It."
Seeing no help for it, one of the troopers asked Bob:
"Were they Tories or patriots?"
"Will you release him if we depart?"
"I tlnk dey vos sh ust soldiers."
"I certainly shall. All I want is a chance to escape."
"Nonsense!" impatiently exclaimed Bob. "Were they Eng"Under that condition we will leave you."
lish or American-that's what I want to find out."
Bob made no reply, but watched them as they marched off.
"You pedder ask dem. I didn't," and the farmer chirped
When they were at a safe distance, he disarmed the captain,
to his horses and started them off convinced that he had parJetting g9 his throat to do so, and said courteously:
ried Bob's questions quite skilfully.
"Sir, you may depart in safety."
It so happened that he was afraid to say too much for fear
"I thank you," responded the officer.
of getting into trouble with either side, and he also feared
"Promise not to pursue me."
Bob was either an American or British sympathizer.
In return for your generosity to me I readily promise that."
At any rate he was not running any chances, and drove on,
"Good-night, captain."
congratulating himself.
"Good-night, sir," and the officer strode away.
The Liberty Boy stood looking after him in deep disgust. ·
There was a broad grin on Bob's face as he whirled and ran
"Well, that fellow is either a stupid fool or a shrewd fellow
who don't intend to run himself in danger by saying too much down the road at the top of -his speed.'
"Jove!" he murmured. "That was a narrow escape for me
about the forces in the field," he answered. "I'll have to go
ahead in ignorance of who they are, I presume. But It won't again. I'm lucky to-night. I must keep this adventure a
take me long to discover whether they are friends or foes." secret from the boys, too, or they would joke me about getting
captured so easily in the most unmerciful manner."
He proceeded with caution.
He did not exactly trust the captain, so he ran until he came
The farmer had told him the truth about the location of
the camp, as he soon found out, for presently he came in sight to a dense thicket, and plunged into it.
Bob's troubles were not yet over.
of the camp-fires and tents.
He became hopelessly lost in a wild section which he had
They were in a grassy hollow half a mile away from the
penetrated, and did not know which way to turn to get back
road, and he hid in a bush and began to study them.
He saw moving figures and the camp-fires shone on {he to his comrades.
He kept wandering around in circles, and at last sat down,
crimson coats they wore and betrayed their nationality.
•
"British!" muttered Bob. "They seem to be striking their utterly exhausted.
tents and getting ready to move away from here."
After a brief rest, he became desperate and arose.
It then occurred to him that if the redcoats were in this
"If I keep on wandering about this place much longer," he
vicinity, Sullivan's forces could not be near, as such a small muttered, "I'll never get out, and may perish for want of food
force of British would not dare to hover too near as large a and water. There must be a way out d1' this, and I am bound
body of1troops as the American general had.
to find it. And I'll bet anything that nobody is going to hear
about my mishaps, as I have no desire to be the butt of the
Bob watched them for a quarter of an hour.
H e came to the conclusion that they were a small detach- jibes of all the Liberty Boys."
And with this thought he started off again with renewed
ment on the march to meet a larger body of men.
vigor and determination to work his way out of the woods.
It was nqw getting very late.
And almost at daybreak he was still at it.
Bob concluded that Dick would be more apt to find Sullivan's men in the direction he followed.
He therefore thought it best to return to his friends, and
was about to leave when a heavy hand suddenly descended
CHAPTER IX.
upon his shoulder, and a harsh voice cried:
"Spy' I've got you! "
A DARING RESCUE.
Up sprang Bob, very much startled, and, whirling, he found
himself confronted by a party of six redcoats, nearly every
Genernl Sullivan sent out orders at once, and soon the enone of whom were aiming their muskets at him.
campme-nt was a scene of bustle and confusion.
They had cor:ie up so quietly that he had not heard them.
The soldiers, awakened from their sleep, did not know what
For an instant he imagined they were going to fire and ridto think at first.
die him with bullets, and he exclaimed:
The idea that struck them, first, was that they were about
"What is the meaning of this?"
"Hold up your hands'" sternly ordered the . leader-a cap- to be attacked, and they seized their muskets and stood ready
to fire .at an instant's notice.
taiu.
'!'hen the explanation came that they were to go to the resUp went Bob's hands, for he knew that disobedience meant
cue of a party of patriots-no others than the famous Liberty
death.
The captain eyed him D,arrowly a moment, and then de- Boys, in fact .
There were none among them who had not heard of the
• manded:
Liberty Boys.
"Who are you, sir?"
They were eager enough to go to the rescue of the youths.
"My name is Bob Estabrook."
They began getting ready at once.
"You are, I presume, a rebel?"
In less than an hour they had broken camp and were ready
"r am a patriot, sir."
"Which a1nounts to the same thing. You were spying on to march.
The order was given, and they set out.
our encampment."
Dick and General Sullivan rode in advance.
"Exactly." ·
On the army marched.
"For what purposl:l?"
It was an army indeed, for there were nearly two thousand
"I refuse to tell you, sir."
men, and if they could reach the point where the Liberty Boys
"Very well. You are my prisoner ..,
were they would be able to scatter the redcoats, Tories and
"That's very e¥ident."
"We intend to march you into our camp. You will be court .. Indians.
They marched steadily till daylight, and then they paused
martialed, and shot as a spy."
and ate something, and rested half an hour.
"Indeed! I doubt it!"
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Then they set out again, and marched steadily.
At half-past ten o'clock they were within a mile of the
Ferris home.
Dick rode on ahead to see how things were.
He feared that the Liberty Boys had been attacked and
captured during the night.
He was soon at the Ferris home.
Mr. Ferris was out in the yard, and he recognized Dick at
once, and came to meet him.
"What is the news?" asked the youth, eagerly.
"Everything is all right yet, I thing, Mr. Slater."
"Have the redcoats made an attack?"
"No."
"Good! Then we are in time."
"Did you find General Sullivan's force?"
"Yes. It is coming."
"That is good.
Dick dismounted.
"You take the horse, Mr. Ferris," he said. "I won't need
'him. I am much obliged for the use of him."
"You are welcome."
Mr. Ferris Jed the horse toward the stable, and Dick turned
and made his way back up the road.
He met the patriot force half a mile away, and told General
Sullivan that they were in time.
"The redcoats and their allies have not made an attack
yet,,. he said.
"That is good."
.. Yes, and now I think we had better enter the timber and
make our way toward the enemy as silently as possible. We
may be able to take them by surprise."
"I hope so."
The general dismounted, and left his horse in care of an orderly. Then he and Dick made their way into the timber and
in the direction of the hillside, where they expected to find
the enemy.
The redcoats, Tories and Indians were found, presently, and
the patriots made a sudden attack.
They easily put the enemy to flight.
The British and their allies were not expecting an attack
from the rear, and consequently were easily demoralized.
The Liberty Boys were delighted, and were glad to see Dick
again. They had feared that he had been captured.
Dick asked if Bob had returned.
"No," replied Mark Morrison.
Dick was worried.
"If he doesn't get back by the middle of the afternoon we
will go in search of him," he said.
General Sullivan liked the location of the Liberty Boys' encampment so well that he decided to go into camp there, for a
while at least.
"We will stay here a day or two, and rest," he said.
At noon the soldiers and Liberty Boys cooked and ate dinner.
About two o'clock Bob Estabrook arrived in the encampment.
Dick gave him a joyous reception-as, indeed, did all the
Liberty Boys.
"Jove, I'm glad you got safely through the enemy's lines,
Bob!., said Dick.
"So am I,·· with a grin. "But it seems that you were more
successful in your search for the patriot army than was the
case with me.''
"Yes; there was only the one army, and we could not both
find it.'"
"I heard the firing, and suspected that you had been successful."
"I suppose you wished that you were here."
"You are right."
Along toward evening General Sullivan summoned Dick to
his tent.
"There seems to be a good many redcoats, Tories and Indians in this part of the country, Dick," he said.
'"You are right, sir; there are a lot of them."
"Just so; and I have made up my mind to start a little cam. paign against them."
"That will be a good plan."
"I think so; we can at least scatter the rascals, and send
them away to other parts.''
"Yes; they have been doing considerable damage in this
vicinity, I: understand."
"Exactly; and we will put a stop to that.''
"It will be doing the patriot settlers in this part of the Mohawk valley a ·great kindness."
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"You are right; and now, Dick, what I wished to see you
about Is this, Will you go and get the main en.campment of
the British and their allies located?"
"I will, sir; or, at any rate, I will do my best to do so."
"I think you can succeed."
"It won't be for lack of trying, sir, if I fail.''
Dick waited till dark before starting out.
Then he left the encampment and made his waY in the direction in which he supposed he would be most likely to find
what he was looking for.
He moved along at a moderate pace.
He kept a sharp lookout, but did not see any signs of enemies.
The moon was up, and he could see fairly well.
He walked several miles, and did not find any redcoats, Tories or Indians.
He paused, finally, and was standing beneath a large tree
pondering the matter and wondering where the enemy had
gone, when he heard a cry for help.
It was a woman's voice.
Dick was on the alert instantly.
He bounded away in the direction from which the cry for
help had sounded.
Presently he caught sight of a party of Indians, and in their
midst, a prisoner, was a woman, or more properly a girl of
seventeen or eighteen years, so far as Dick could judge in the
imperfect light of the moon.
He did not dare attempt to do anything now; there were at
least twenty of the redskins, and it would have been suicide
to try to rescue the maiden.
There was only one thing to do, and that was to follow the
Indians and see where they went. Then; if no opportunity
seemed likely to present itself, so as to enable him to rescue
the girl, he would return to the patriot encampment, get some
of the Liberty Boys and return and scatter the Indians il;nd
rescue the maiden.
Having made up his mind, he moved slowly and cautiously
along, and kept his eyes on the redskins.
They kept on going until several miles had been traversed,
and at last stopped in a little basin in the side of a hill and
went into camp.
The prisoner was seated on a stone at the foot of a tree,
and as she was near the center of the encampment, it looked
as though it would be impossible to rescue her.
Dick was determined to make the attempt, however.
He took a careful survey of the situation.
Back of the encampment was a sloping hillside, and the
youtb. made his way around there.
At the top of the slope he found several good-sized stones.
He rolled these to the edge of the declivity, and balanced them
there carefully.
He was glad that the girl prisoner was seated on the farther
side of the tree; being a large tree, it would protect her from
injury should one of the stones roll in her direction.
There were six of the stones, and Dick intended to roll them
down one after another, in as -quick succession as was possible.
He looked .to his pistols, and found they were in readiness
for use.
He drew two of his weapons.
Then he pushed one of the stones with his foot, and it went
rolling down the slope.
.
He ran to the next one, and did the same with it; and
then with the others, one after another, till the six were rolling down the hillside.
They leaped and bounded, and made a crashing noise that
was enough to startle any one who did not know what was
causing it.
·
Pistols in hand, Dick bounded down the hillside after the
stones, as rapidly as he .could go.
He began yelling at the top of his voice.
"Come on, boys!" he cried. "Come on; we've got the scoundrels! Give it to them! Kill the last one of them!"
The redskins, surprised and frightened by the noise made
by the bounding stones and by Dick's words, leaped to their
feet.
The next moment the stones were among them, knocking the
redskins down and killing a number.
•
Immediately following this Dick opened fire, and he fired
four pistols in rapid succession, dropping a couple of the
braves.
He kept on yelling to his imaginary comrades to come on
and kill the redskins, and this added to the terror of the
scene a.nd caused the redskins to flee at the top of their speed.
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They ran for life.
They were the t>:'~rst frightened Indians that had ever been
seen in that part of the c<>:mtry.
They thought that :>• .strong party was attacking them.
Dick, however, realized that he could not hope to keep up
the deception very long, and so he hastened to where the girl
sat, and cut her bonds.
"Quick!" said Dick. "Come with me. We have no time to
spare."
"Where are the others?" the girl asked.
"There are no others. I am alone."
"What! That cannot be!"
"It Is true; come!"
Dick seized the girl by the arm and pulled her away from
the place as rapidly as possible consistent with. gentleness.
They had not gone far before Dick heard wild whoops, which
told their own story. The redskins had gotten over their scare,
and were back at the encampment, and had discovered that
their prisoner was missing.
"They will be after us in a few moments," he said to the
girl. "We must run as fast as possible."

CHAPTER X.
1N THE ANIMAL PIT.

On they ran.
Dick aided the girl all he could.
He realized that .if the redskins got after them it would
be difficult to get away.
The girl was strong and healthy, and was thus enabled to
, ·keep up the pace almost as easily as was the case with Dick.
On they ran, hand in hand.
Presently Dick heard the call of a night bird over to the
right; then he beard another call over to the left. A few
minutes later be heard two or three calls from the rear.
"Those calls were made by Indians, " be told himself; "they
have learned what direction we went and are following. They
will close in on us presently, and capture us, unless we can
fool them in some manner."
He began figuring on doing this.
He did not slacken his pace, however.
Dick thought the matter over, but could not think of anything that could be done, save to keep running.
Suddenly the earth seemed to give way beneath the feet of
the fugitives.
Down they plunged a distance .of eight or ten feet, at least.
A startled cry escaped the lips of the girl, but fortunately
it was not very loud.
Then they struck bottom, and came up with a jar.
They fell forward upon their faces, but quickly scrambled
up.
"Are you hurt?" asked Dick, solicitously.
"No,"' was the reply; "the fall jarred me some, but I am not
hurt."
"I am glad of that."
"Where are we?"
"r don't know for certain, but I think that we are in
a pit that has been dug by hunters for the purpose of catching wild animals."
"Ab! Likely you are right; but what are we to do? Can
we get out?"
.. l am afraid not; and it would be dangerous to do so, now,
anyway. The Indians are close at hand, and would capture
us ..•
'"fbat's so.''
"We must keep quiet, for the red demons will soon be along
here, and if they should hear us it would be all up with us."
They were silent after that, and listened intently.
Suddenly the girl whispered excitedly:
"What is that, there? See the two bright spots! "
Dick looked across toward the end of the pit, and saw two
bright spots, about the size of a silver quarter dollar.
He knew what it was instantly.
He had not been raised in the woods for nothing.
He knew that the balls of fire were the eyes of some kind
.
of wild beast.
He wondered what kind of animal it was.
so, then they would be in
if
It might be a panther, and,
great danger or being torn to pieces.
It might be a wolf, and in that case they would not be in
such grave danger-though a hungry timber wolf is a dangerous animal in a fight. sometimes.

1~

Dick hardly knew what to do.
.
Here was danger, and to spare.
Redskins 'Were near at hand, searching for them, and here
they were, down in a pit with a wild animal.
He placed hims~f in front of the girl, moving carefully, so
as not to arouse the animal to action, and then he drew two
pistols.
"Be perfectly quiet, miss," he whispered; "perhaps the animal may not attack us."
"Oh, Is it an animal, sir?"
"Yes."

"What kind?"
"I don't know. Sh!-I think the Indians are near at
band!"
Dick heard footsteps, and then guttural voices.
.A.t least two redskins were near.
Dick was afraid .one or both of the Indians might fall into
the pit.
That .would be bad, for it would, first of all, precipitate a
fight with the wild animal, whatever it might be, and after.
that the redskins would capture himself and the girl.
Q!oser and closer sounded the footsteps and voices.
He listened eagerly and anxiously.
Would the redskins fall into the pit?
The Liberty Boy feared that such would be the case.
His fears proved to be groundless, however; the Indians
passed within ten feet of the pit, but did not fall in.
The sound of footsteps and voices grew fainter and fainter,
and presently died away altogether.
Dick drew a breath of relief.
"Are we safe?" the girl whispered.
"From the Indians, yes."
"But you fear the animal?"
. "I. don't fear it particularly," was the reply; "but in figbtmg 1t I would have to use my pistols, and the Indians would
bear the reports and would come and find us, likely."
"True; what will we do? "
"I don't know; we will have to be governed by circumstances .."
At this moment the animal gave utterance to a low, threatening growl.
Dick knew at once that the animal was a panther.
He realized that be and bis companion were menaced by
a grave danger.
"Get back in the corner, ,. whispered Dick.
T~e girl did so,. and she moved as quietly and softly as
possible, thus sbowmg that she bad a good idea of the danger
that threatened them.
"Now," said Dick, "if the brute attacks me, do you stay
right In the corner. Don't get out in the middle of the pit "
·
"Very well; I will do as you say."
The anjmal growled again, and the balls of fire moved.
The panther was growing .restless.
D~ck wondered that it had not made an attack long ago.
He Judged that the manner of their arrival had frightened the
beast, and that it had taken it all this time to get Its courage
back.
"The attack will not be long delayed now," he thought.
Again the balls of fire moved ; th e panther was shifting its
·
position. .
"Are you going to fire, if it attacks us?" the girl asked.
"Yes; I will have t.o do so, for it will be necessary in order
to save our lives."
"But-the Indians?"
"We will have to risk their finding us. "
Again there sounded a growl, deeper and more threatening
than the others.
"Remember, miss, keep in the corner," said Dick; "I ~nk
the brute is going to attack us now'."
"I will remember, but you-oh, do be careful, sir!"
"I will be as careful as possible."
Another growl, and then Dick noted thal the balls of fire
were gradually dropping lower and lower.
"The brute is getting ready to make Its leap,'' the youth said
to himself.
He thought the matter over quickly, and decided to take
time by the forelock.
He would have to fire, in self-defense, and it would be better
to fire at .once, while he could have a chance to do something
in the way of aiming.
H e leveled the pistol that he held in his right hand, and
aimed it at the left ball of fire.
He made as sure {'~ his aim as possible, and then pulled the
trigger.
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Crack!
To Dick it sounded as if a small cannon had been fired off.
The noise was deafening.
'
And on top of it there sounded a wild, snarling screech
from the panther.
•
The animal made a leap, but Dick threw up his foot and
~anaged, luckily, to send the brute back on the floor of the
IPit, where it began struggling in what the youth judged must
be its death agonies.
"Oh, did you hit it, sir?" the girl asked.
"Yes, and I think that I have finished it, miss," was the relp!y.
''I am so glad!"
The panther threshed around a ftw minutes, and then became quiet.
"Is it dead?" the girl asked.
"Yes, miss."
"But-the Indians!"
"They will be back here soon, without a doubt, trying to
find out why the shot was fired."
"What shall we do?"
"There is only one thing to do, and that is to keep as quiet
as possible."
"I won't say another word."
They were silent and motionless.
Both listened intently.
!!'or a while there was no sound.
'!'hen they heard the rustling of leaves, and a little later
guttural voices.
The dangerous moment was at hand.
Then the rustling sound ceal:led, but the guttural voices could
still be heard.
Some of the redskins had paused near by and were talking.
Dick could hear their voices quite distinctly, and judged that
the redskins must be only a few yards from the edge of the
pit.
"I am glad that the timber is so heavy here as to make it
dark as Erebus," he said to himself; "they cannot see the pit,
and the only way they will find it will be by falling into it.
I hope they won't do that."
Presently the sound of the voices was heartl no longer, and
then the rustling noise was heard again.
The redskins had ceased talking and were now moving
away.
Suddenly the sound -0f footsteps ceased again, and guttural
voices were heard also. Soon other voices were heard, and
it was evident that more redskins had put in an appearance.
This went on a while, and then there sounded a wild
screech.
"What was that?"' whispered lhe girl.
Dick was asking himself the same question. He knew it
was not made by an Indian. Suddenly a thought struck him,
1
and he said:
"I think it was made by a panther."
The voices of the Indians could be heard, but there was evidrntly exritement among the redskins. The panther's SCi''lech
had frightened them.
A little while after this the sound of more voices was heard,
and this time they were the voices of white men.
·'Whut's the trubble here?" Dick heard one man say.
'"Panther u~ in tree," replied one of the redskins.
"Good enuff; we've got an axe, an' we'll chop ther tree down
an· kill ther critter."
'·Ugh, heap good,'" replied the Indian.
Then the sound of chopping )egan, and Dick saw a faint
reflection above, which prov~d fo him that tho redskins and
~qries had built a fire.
.,']Ile sound of the chopping continued steadily for half an
hbm~nd then a cracking sound was heard.
·'Lodk ou ! 'rher tree's comin' down!" cried a hoarse voice.
Then t~ was a .c rashing sounrl, and the tree fell, the ends
of some of tqe branches entering the pit Dick and the girl
were in, and brushing against their faces.
Then a noise of scuffiing, snarling, rµing1ed with which were
hoarse voices and guttur<\ ~clamations, was heard.
The Indians, Tories and he panther were engaged in a
fight.
·

reason of this was that there was danger that they would
shoot one another, if they used firearms.
The sound of the fighting went on for several minutes: then
Dick heard a hoarse voice say:
"Lemme git at 'im with ther axe!"
A few moments later there was a dull thud, and a wild,
snarling shriek from the panther.
"Thet settled 'im ! " a voice cried.
"Yaas, thet panther won't never hurt nobuddy no more."
While the noise of the combat between the men and the
panther could be heard, the girl had held to Dick's arm, and
he could feel her body tremble. Now she said, in a cautious,
tremulous whisper:
"Do you think they will discover our presence?"
"I hardly think so," was the reassuting reply.
"I hope not,., in a tone of relief.
The Tories and Indians talked a whiie, and then took their
departure.
"Have they all gone, do you suppose?" the girl asked.
"I think so."
"And do you think we can get out of this place?"
"I think we can-now."
"What do you mean?"
"I mean that while we could not have got out before, now
I am sure that we can, for we can climb up the branches of
the tree the men felled."
"Perhaps we can; I never thought of that."
Dick at once began feeling around, and after he had tested
the strength of the boughs that hung down into the pit, he
told the girl that it was all right.
"I will climb up first," he said; "and th~n I will reach down
and lift you out."
"Very well."
Dick was strong and active, and did not have much difficulty in climbing out of the pit.
Then he made a careful examination of the vicinity for
he feared there might be some Tories or redskins about.
He saw no signs of any one, however, and made his way
back to the pit and lay down on his stomach, with his head
projecting over the edge.
Then b r. 1 eached down, and called out:
"Rea,·'\ ·; ~ here, miss, and take hold of my hands."
Quickly ne felt the girl's hand with his own.
He at once exerted all his stre.cgth, and lifted the maiden
up and out of the pit.
This was quite a feat, but Dick was an exceptionally strong
youth, and accomplished it without much difficulty.
"Let u.:: get away from here!·• whispered the girl.
"Ve::1 .-en; by the way, do you knew the way to your
home?"'
'"I have a pretty good idea, sir; I think I can find it without
much trouble."
"Very well; you will ad as guide, then, and I will accompany you."
~ hey set out.
".r hey made their way along at a fair pace.
.LlY<>ry few minutes they paused and listened, however, for
they did not know but th ey migl}.t happen upon some Indians.
They did not hear any noises to indicate the presence of Indians in the vicinity, however, and gradually became more confident.
·'I guess the redskins 11ave given up and gone to their encampment,., said Dick, at last.
"I judge so, sir; I hope so .. ,
"Yes; hy the way, will you tell me your name, miss? We
have had so many other things to think about since WE\' have
been together that we have had no time to find out whc.I each
other is."
"True, sir; my name is Florence Brower."
"And mine is Dick Slater."
The girl uttered a low exclamation.
"Are you indeed Dick Slater?"' she exclaimed.
"Yes."

"The captain of the Liberty Bpys?"
"Yes, Miss Brower."
I "I
have heard about you! ·•
I "Have you?"

"Yes.··
"You heard nothing bad about us, I hope.··
"Oh, no; just the reverse. I am a f!'iend of Anna Fenis,
THE ESCAPE.
and was over there this evening visiting her. It was late
: t -.1·t· s h ident, from the sounds, that the panU1er was giv- when I started home, but I have been out after nightfall lots
ins; the redskins and Tories a hard battle.
of times and was not afraid. I had gone only about half-way
There 11·erl' no rifle or pistol shots, and Dick guessed that the I home, however, when tl!e Indians captured me."
CHAPTER XI.
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"So that is how it happened, is it?"
"Yes."

"How far do you live from Mr. Ferris' home?"
"About two miles."
·
"That is a good ways for a girl to walk after nightfall,
alone, in such times as these."
"I know that, now. There are so many Indians, Tories and
redcoats around that it is dangerous."
"Yes, it is different from what it is in ordinary times."
They walked onward at as rapid a pace as was possible.
At last they came to a road, and . the girl drew a breath of
relief, and said:
"I know where we are now."
"You know more than I do then " said Dick.
"It is only about a mile to 'my h~me."
"That is good."
They walked onward, up the road.
They kept a sharp lookout before and behind them.
They did not intend to be taken by surprise and captured,
if they could help it.
•
·
Twenty minutes later they arrived at the girl's home, and
they found the household in an uproar. Mrs. Brower was
weeping, and so was a younger sister of Flornnce, and a boy
of six. Mr. Brower was getting ready to go in search of his
missing daughter.
,
Of course, the arrival of Florence 1Jut a stop to the commotion.
Mrs. Brower seized her daughter in her arms and wept
happy tears. Then the younger sister kissed Florence, and
the little brother received a kiss, also, from Florence.
The girl's father came last, and he gave her a hearty hug
and a kiss, and said:
.
"Where have you been, Florence; and what delayed you?"
"I will tell you in a minute; first, let me make you acquainted with Captain Dick Slater, of whom we have heard.
He is captain of the. Liberty Boys, you know."
'
Mr. and Mrs. Bl'ower and Laura gave Dick a hearty greeting.
Then Florence told het story, of how she had been captured by the Indians and then rescued by Dick.
·
The girl's parents thanked the ·Liberty Boy earnestly.
"How can we ever repay you for what you have done for
us?" the woman cried.
"I don't want to be repaid," smiled Dick.
Then he asked the man if he had any idea where the redcoats and Indians had their encampment.
"I rather think I know," was the reply.
"Can you ~direct 11le so that · I can find it, do you think?"
"I will do better than that; I will go with you and show
you where it is-or, rather, where I think it is."
''Thank you. 'T hat will be a great favor."
They set out at once, and the settler led the way to a point
on the shore of the Mohawk, ~me two miles from his home.
Sure enough, the encampment was where he had thought
they would find it.
The redcoats were encamped in one place and the redskins
were encamped a quarter .of a mile away.
The i.wo me11 paused at a safe distance and looked at the
scene.
Camp-fires were burning, though they were running ptetty
low, they having been permitted to go unfed after the cooking
was done.
'·What are you going to do now, Captain Slater?'; Mr.
Brower asked.
"Nothing, sir; I simply wished to get the enemy's camp
located."
They watched the
campm,ent a few minutes, and then
Dick said:
"We may as well go back, Mr. Brower."
"Very well."
'l'hey turned and walked away.
They had gone ·only a few paces when they were startled
by a wild yell.
They had been discovered by a prowling redskin and he
had emitted the whoop, to alarm the encampments.
"Come!" said Dick, in a low, eager voice; "we must get
away from here in a hurry!"
They started on the run, and hastened through the timber
in the direction of the road.
Of course, Mr. Brower could not run as fast as Dick could,
but he was a very good runner, and they got along at a fair
rate of speed.
On they dashed, and after them came the redskins and red::oats.

The two had a very good start, however, and managed to
make their escape.
The other members of the Brower family were up when
Mr. Brower and Dick got there, and Mrs. Brower was frightened when told that the two had been forced to flee for their
lives.
"Aren't you afraid that they followed you, and ·that they will
come here and burn our house and perhaps murder u~. hus"
band?" she asked, anxiously.
"No, I think that they all gave up the pursuit and went
back, wife," was the reply.
"I hope sb."
Dick did not stop long.
"I must get back tb the · patriot encampment and report,"
he said.
So he bade the members of the Brower family good-by and
took his departure.
He knew the way, and so did not lose time, and an hour
later he was at his destination.
General Sullivan was up, awaiting the youth's return.
Dick went to the tent and was soon engaged in conversation
with the general.
"Did you find the enemy's encampment?" Sullivan asked
"Yes, sir," was the reply.
"How far is it from here?"
"About five miles."
"How strong a force has 't he enemy?"
"I should judge that there are, countin~ the Indians, about
twelve hundred of the enemy."
"We outnumber them considerably, then."
"Yes."
"Do you think they will be encamped there very long?"
"I rather think so."
The general was thoughtful for a few moments, and then
said:
'"
·
"I judge that we had better go and make the attack on the
enemy to-night. Then we will be sure to catch them there;
otherwise they may break camp in the morning and march
away, and in that case it might be several days before we get
another chance at them."
"True, sir."
The general then sent out orders for the soldiers to be
aroused and for them to get ready to break camp and go on a
march.
The soldiers were soon up and ready.
Then they marched away, Dick going in the lead, as guide.
I

CHAPTER XII.

I

DICK IS CAPTURED.

It took the patriot army two hours to reach the point where

the British encampment had been located.
Had been is the proper term, for the British were not there
when the patriots got thete. Neither were the Indians. The
enemy had disappeared.
The patriots were disappointed.
"It is too bad!" said Dick; "I thought that we were going
to get a chance to strike them a hard blow."
"They have taken the alarm and fled," said General Sullivan.
"Yes."
"The question now is, where have they gone?"
"We must try to find out."
"Yes; and then we will foUow them."
A council of war was held, and it was decided to go into
camp there till morning.
This was done, and a triple line of sentinels was placed out.
This "would make it impossible for the redcoats and redskins to take the patriots by surprise, in case they had · any
such designs.
All was quiet till morning, and then, after eating . some cold
bread that they had brought with them; the soldiers were
ready to march.
,
It wa~ decided to return to their encampment on the hill,
near the Ferris home.
This was done, and then Dick, Bol:> and four more Liberty
Boys set out to see if they could learn where the redcoats
and Indians had gone.
Inquiries were made at all the farmhouses within a radius
of five miles, toward the east, west and south, a.nd no word
was heard of the enemy.
Dick decided that the redcoats and Indians must have
crossed the Mohawk River.
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He at once crossed the stream, and began making inquiries
at the different farmhouses.
Presently he found a farmer who had seen the British and
Indians.
The man said they had been encamped near his house a part
of the night and had then broken camp and marched away.
"They went north from here," he said.
Dick at once set out in the direction indicated.
About a mile away he came to a cross-road. There was a
farmhouse there, and Dick asked the man who came to the
door in answer to his knock if he had seen the British and
Indians.
·
•
"Yes," was the reply; "they went toward ther west."
The man was rather a rough-looking fellow, and Dick
thought he saw a couple of more men in the room.
Thanking the man for the information, Dick started along
the road leading toward the west.
The road led through the timber, and crooked and wound
around at a great rate.
He had gone about half a mile, when suddenly three men
leaped upon him from among some bushes by the roadside.
They were big, stout fellows, and although Dick struggled
fiercely, he could not get free; they were too strong for him,
and his arms were quickly tied together behind his back.
'l'hey dragged him into the timber, so that any chance
passer-by would not see them, likely.
"What does this mean?" asked Dick.
He addressed the one whom he supposed to be the leader;
he was no other than the man Dick had talked to back at the
house at the cross-roads.
The fellow leered.
"Waal," he said; "ye wuz axin' about ther British army,
wuzn't you?"
"Yes, I was."
"Exackly; waal, we wuz kinder afraid thet you wouldn'
find et, an' so we decided to ketch you an' take you thar."
··very kind of you, indeed!" said Dick.
"Thet's what we think; hey, boys?"
"Yaas."

"Sartinly."
Dick understood, or thought he did. These men were Tories, and they suspected him of being a patriot spy, and had
made a prisoner of him, with the intention of taking him to
the British encampment. .
"Now, bring 'im along, boys," said the leader.
The other two seized hold of Dick's arms and gave him a
jerk.
··come erlong," said one, gruffiy.
They did not have to jerk, however, for Dick walked along,
freely and quietly.
"You are going to take me to the British encampment?"
he asked.
"Thet's what we air goin' to do,'' was the reply.
"Why are you going to do this?"
"Becos we think ye air a rebel spy."
"You are mistaken.''
'· 'rhat remains ter be seen.,.
They walked onward an hour, and then emerged into a
<'!ear space half a mile in extent.
In the middle of this open space was an encampment-two
of them, in ract.
One was the British encampment, the other that of the redskins.
The three men conducted Dick to the British encampment."
They were challenged by the sentinel:
"Halt! Who comes there?"
"Fri en's," was the reply.
"Advance, friends, and give the countersign."
"We don't know enny countersign, but we hev bizness with
your commander ..,
"What is your business with him?"
"We hev got er pris'ner heer, an' we think he is er rebel."
"All right; wait till I call the officer of the guard."
He summoned the officer of the guard, and that worthy conducted the four into the encampment, and to the tent occupied by the officer in command.
The orderly was told what was wanted, and he asked the
commander if the men should be admitted.
'·Yes, show them in,'· the officer was heard to say.
The three men conducted Dick into the tent.
An officer wearing the uniform of a colonel sat on a stool,
in front of a portable desk. He had been looking at some
docum en ts, but raised his eyes and gave the newcomers a keen
scrutiny.

"Well?" he remarked, interrogatively.
"Are you ther commander heer?" the leader of the three
asked.
"I am; and who are you?"
"We air three loyal citizens, sir," was the reply; "an' we
hev captured er young feller thet we think is a rebel spy.,.
The officer looked keenly and searchingly at Dick, and then
back at the speaker.
"What makes you think he Is a rebel spy?"
.
"Waal, he stopped at my house an' axed ef I had seen ther
British army pass thar."
The officer looked at Dick keenly again, and said:
"Why were you asking him such questions, young man?"
Dick had been pondering the matter over as he was being
brought to the encampment, and now he said:
"I wanted to find your army, sir, for the purpose of offering
myself as a recruit."
The officer seemed to be trying to read Dick's tl:\oughts.
"You are a loyal subject of the king, then?"
"I am."

The three men who had captured him stared at the youth
with a look of anger and discomfiture on their faces.
Dick began to think that he was going to at least have the
run of the camp. He believed that he would be accepted as a
recruit, and that a watch would be kept over him for a while,
till they were satisfied that he was honest in his statement
that he was a loyal king's man.
The colonel dropped his eyes and pondered a few moments.
Presently he looked up and called out, sharply:
"Orderly!"
"Yes, sir."

The orderly entered as he answered.
"Go and find John Thorp, and tell him to come here at
once."
"Yes, sir."

The orderly bowed and withdrew.
Presently a man entered the tent and saluted the colonel.
"You sent for me, sir?" he said.
"Yes, Thorp; take a look at this young man.··
The newcomer did so.
"Do you know him?"
Thorp shook his head.
"No, sir," he said.
"Never saw him before, eh?"
"No."
"Humph! Very good; you may go.
Thorp saluted and withdrew.
The colonel now gave Dick another keen look and said:
"What is your name?··
"Tom Fulton.··
"And you wish to join the British army?"
"Yes, sir."
"Very good; I will assign YQU to a company. 'o rderly!·•
Again the orderly appeared. •
"Send Captain Ringwood here ..,
The orderly obeyed and withdrew.
While he was gone, the colonel told the three. men who had
captured Dick that their action in making the capture was
commendable, but that it was his opinion that in this instance
they had made a mistake.
Then he told them that they could go, and they went, looking somewhat crestfallen and disappointed. He ordered them
to cut Dick's bonds before they went, and they did so.
Presently an officer wearing a captain's uniform entered.
He saluted, and the colonel nodded and saluted in return.
"Captain Ringwood, I have here a young man who says he
wishes to join the British army. He was brought into the
encampment a prisoner by three mert who thought he was a
rebel spy. I am inclined to think they were mistaken, but it
will be as well that you have the members of your company
keep an eye on him for a while."
"Very well, Colonel Gardner.·•
Then he told Dick to come with him.
The youth did as told, and was soon making the acquaintance of the members of the captain's compa·ny.
He was given a uniform, and donned it.
Dick was already calculating his chances for making his
escape however; he had no intention of remaining in the
Britis encampment very long.
When supper time came, he ate with the members of his
company.
The soldiers laughed, joked and told stories, just as was the
custom with the Liberty Boys, and Dick thought that he
would be a.ble to get a!ong with the men all right. were it not
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that they were on the wrong side of the question at issue be- Ringwood and the Indian and Colonel Gardner would be that l
he would be made a prisoner.
tween the British and the Americans.
This, of course, he did not wish to have happen.
Suddenly Dick heard footfalls, and glanced up; to his surHe was almost in the center of the encampment. Could be
prise and horror there stood Gray Fox, the Indian chief.
succeed in escaping if he were to make a sudden dasb,?
The redskin glared at Dick fiercely.
He doubted it; yet if he remained and was made a prisoner,
the chances were that he would be shot or hanged. Little
mercy ·was shown to spies in those days.
CHAPTER XIII.
Dick made up his mind that he would make an attempt to
A DASH FOR FREEDOM.
escape.
He would make a sudden, fierce dash, al\d try to get out of
Dick returned the look fearlessly, though he realiz~d that
the encampment and away.
he was in grave danger.
.
He glanced at his comrades.
Gray Fox knew that Dick was a patriot, and commander of
They were talking to one another, and some had their eyes
the company of Liberty Boys, and he would no doubt go and
tell the British commander, and that would be fatal to the on him, but they did not seem to be very much on the alert.
Doubtless they did not for one moment think of such a thing
youth.
There was nothing he could do, however, so far as he could as that he would make an attempt to escape.
This would give him a chance to get away from their immesee.
diate vicinity, at any rate.
"What young white man doin' here?" the chief asked.
The youth knew that the captain and the Indian would
"I don't know that that is any of your business," replied
be back soon, and that he had not much time to spare. '
Dick.
If he were to make the attempt to escape it must be done
"Ugh. White boy heap sassy."
at once.
Dick made no reply.
.
He did. not hesitate.
The. Indian looked at the redcoats sitting alJout and said,
Suddenly he leaped to his feet and bounded away at the top
pointing to Dick:
"Um rebel. Better watch um, close. No let um git 'way." of his speed.
For an instant the redcoats were paralyzed with amazement.
The soldiers looked inquiringly at Dick.
Then they leaped up, and yelled to the fugitive to stop.
"He doesn't know what he is talking about," said Dick.
Of course, he paid no attention to them.
"Injun know what um talkin' 'bout. Um know Dick Slater,
Then the members of the company Dick had been with
·
heap well."
The soldiers started and looked at Dick, and then at one leaped up and started in pursuit.
They kept on yelling, but did not dare fire, for they would
another inquiringly.
"Do you mean to say that this young man is Dick Slater, the have been as likely to hit some of the soldiers as the youth.
Soon the encampment was in an uproar.
r~bel spy, Gray Fox?" asked one.
Soldiers leaped forward and tried to head Dick off. Those
"Ugh! Um Dick Slater."
who got close enough to reach him were knocked down or
"How do you know?"
"Me know; me have seen Dick Slater an' lot uv young white shoved to one side.
In spite of all the redcoats could do, Dick got out of the enmen what call umselves Liberty Boys."
campment.
The men looked at Dick keenly and suspiciously.
Now 'that he was free of the soldiers, however, be would be
"What have you to say to him?" asked one.
in considerable danger, for they would be able to fire without
"That it is false."
Captain Ringwood came up at this moment, and he was told running the risk of shooting some of their comrades.
Dick ran as he had never run before.
what the Indian had said.
He went with the speed of the wind, almost.
He eyed Dick sternly and searchingly.
He heard a redcoat yell, "Fire, men!" and then he dropped
"Is this true?" he asked. "Are you indeed Dick Slater, the
rebel spy? If so, you may as well admit it, for we will hold upon his face suddenly.
you a prisoner till we do learn the truth."
At the same instant there sounded the noise of a volley.
Dick shook his head.
Crash-roar!
"The redskin is mistaken. I am not Dick•S1ater. My name
Dick's action had undoubtedly saved his life.
is Tom Fulton."
Had he not dropped to the ground he would have been rid"lnjun no mistaken," said Gray Fox. "Me know you, Dick dled.
Wild yells went up from the redcoats.
Slater."
Dick dropped so nearly at the same instant that the volley
Captain Ringwood turned to the redskin.
was tired that the redcoats thought they had killed him.
"Come with me, Gray Fox," he said.
But they were quickly undeceived.
Then to his men:
The Liberty Boy leaped up and dashed onward at the top
'·Keep a close watch ou this young· man. He may not · be
Dick Slater, but it would seem likely that he is, and it would of his speed.
He ran as fast as he had run before.
not do to let him eseape."
This was proof sufficient that 'he had not been wounded,
"We won't let him get away," replied one.
The captain and the Indian went to the colonel's · tent and and again yells went up from the redcoats-yells of rage and
disappointment, this time, however.
·
entered.
They set out in pursuit.
The captain told his commanding officer what Gray Fox
There was excitement in the Indian encampment now.
had said.
Soon a score or more of braves came running, and it was
Colonel Gardner was somewhat excited.
"Are you sure that you are right about this matter, Gray these that Dick feared more than the redcoats.
He knew that it would be an extremely difficult matter to
Fox?" he asked,
get away from his red-skinned foes.
The Indian nodded.
Still, he had faith in his own abilities, and hoped to make
"Gray Fox sure."
his escape.
"And the young man is Dick Slater?"
"Ugh."
He was now almost to the edge of the timber, and the red"Jove, Captain Ringwood, if this is indeed the truth, 'then coats, seeing that he was going to get there far ahead of them,
we have made a good haul in getting hold of the young mun," began firing as they ran.
the colonel said .
Of course, they ·could not take aim under such circumstances,
·
and the bullets went wild.
"True, sir."
Dick reached the edge of the timber in safety, and disapThen the colonel asked the IndiaJ.l a great many questions,
and when he had heard all, he "'as inclined to think that peared among the trees.
He continued to run with unabated speed.
Gray Fox was right, and that the young man was indeed the
He knew that he had a difficult task ahead of him.
famous young Liberty Boy, Dick Slater.
The redcoats would soon give up and drop out of the affair,
"I think that we had l:>etter make a prisoner of him, Captain Ringwood, until we learn the truth regarding the mat- but the redskins would keep up the chase.
On he ran.
ter," he said.
He headed in an easterly direction.
"I think so, Colonel Gardner."
He could hear crashing sounds behind him, and knew that
Meantime, Dick was doing some hard and fast thinking.
He feared that the result of the interview between Captaill the redcoats were still pursuing him.
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At last these noises subsided, however, and were heard no
It was decided to go into camp here, and this was done.
more, and he knew that the redcoats had ceased the pursuit.
In order to prevent a surprise, three rows of sentinels were
He could hear no sounds of pursuit at all now; but he was stationed.
not deceived; he knew the redskins were still on his track.
The Liberty Boys had done splendid work in the encounter
"But I'll give them the shake," he told himself. "I'll get with the redcoats and redskins.
·
a way from them."
They had fought with such desperate valor that the enemy
was demoralized, and it was the work of the youths that
started the enemy to fleeing.
CHAPTER XIV.
General Sullivan complimented Dick on the good work .Performe d by hiniself and Liberty Boys.
r
'l' HE ROUTE OF 'l'HE ENEMY.
"I am glad that you are pleased, sir,•· said Dick. "We always
try to do our duty."
"So you have found where the British are, Dick?"
The redcoats and Indians did not make an attack that
"Yes, General Sullivan. "
night.
.
"That is good. We will march at once."
They were in too demoralized a state to attempt anythmg
Dick Slater had succe·eded in making his escape from the of the kind.
redcoats and r edskins, and had got back across the Mohawk
They knew that they were outnumbered, and they knew also
River, and to the patrio t encampment.
tha• it would be impossible to take the patriots by surprise.
He had gone at once to the tent occupied by General SulliSo they went into camp, after they had got toget)ler, at a
van, and had told the officer that he had discovered the loca- point two miles from their late encampment.
tion of the British encampment.
Next morning Dick Slater left the patriot encampment and
General Sullivan at once sent out orders for the soldiers to went on a scouting expedition.
get ready to march, and then he asked Dick a number of quesHe was not long in finding the British encampment, - but
tions, and secured a good idea of the location of the enemy. while he was· watching the enemy he saw the soldiers and red"Unless they get frightened and h asten away we will get skins getting ready to break camp.
.
a chance at them this time," he said.
He knew it would be impossible to get back to the patriot
When the army was ready, it marched away.
encampment and bring the soldiers down upon the enemy
The Mohawk River was crossed at a point where it was fore they got away, so he remained and watched to see which
n arrow and 'shallow, and where there was a series of large way they would go.
rocks that could be used as stepping-stones, making it possible
The British and thp~ ·
allies went toward the west.
to land on the farther shore dry-shod.
Then Dick went b <f' •
....tp and r eported.
The crossing made, the army marched toward the west.
"We will follow," "'":·- ,:.:nerul Sullivan.
It was getting along toward evening when the patriot army
The patriot 'army did follow .arrived in the vicinity of the British encampment.
They harassed the redcoats ancl redskins day after day
Dick went forward to reconnoiter.
and week after waek.
He was back again half an hour later.
Indian villages were destroyed; orchards were cut clown;
"They are there yet," he told General Sullivan.
tney cansed all the trouble possible, in order to discourage
"British and Indians both?"
them from aiding the British.
"Yes."
The redcoats, Tories and Indians made as st!'ong a fight as
''You think they ha1 no s·u spic!on of our presence?"
possible, but were usually defeated.
.
,
"I am sure of it."
Sullivan was a good general and a desperate fighter, and his
"Very ";Ood; we wll'
't till after dark, and then slip up men were all veterans, whil<l the Liberty Boys were as good
and m ·
an attack.·
as a regiment.
·The·
.liers ate
·· . d and meat for their supper that
General Sullivan gave the youths great credit.
eveninb, and ther
JU their arms and waited for darkAt last the patriot army ceased operations and started back
ness to come.
eastward, clown the Mohawk valley.
It was there at last, and then the soldiers moved· forward
The soldiers were footsore and weary, and so, when the
slowly and cautiously.
vicinity of the :ij'erris home and that of the Browers, was
At last they reached the edge of the timber, and the open reached, the army went into camp.
space was before them.
"We will Gtay here a week, and rest up," said General ?ulIt was dark enough to conceal their movements from the livan, and this news was hailed with joy by all the soldiers,
enemy till they were close up to the sentinels, ho wever, and and especially by the Liberty Boys.
!:Jarry French was happy, and he lost no time in going to
so they stole forward.
The soldiers held their muskets in readiness for instant use. the :F'erris home to see his sweetheal't Anna. She gave him a
wann greeting, and was delighted when he told her that he
Forward they moved.
Closer and closer they drew, and every moment thtiY ex- would be in the vicinity a whole week_
•rom Walters happened to go to the Ferris home with Harry
pected to hear the challenge of a sentinel.
Presently their expectations were realized. A stern voice one day, and he met Florence Brower th ere ancl fell in love
with her. He spent most of his time at Fiorence's home afte:·
called out:
that, just as Harry did at the home of Anna Ferris.
"Halt! 'Who comes there?"
. When the army marched away the Liberty Boys went aloug,
"Charge!" cried General Sullivan.
The patriots had received instructions, and they now clashed and Hartv and Tom carried with them lhe promises of the
girls that· they would marry them when the war ended .
forward at the to p of their speed.
'l'hey kept their promi ~e, and the two young people wore
As soon as they were within musket-shot distance they
ma1'ried two years later and settled down in the Mohawk
opened fire.
They fired a musket volley, and then their pistols were valley, where they lived many happy years.
Gray Fox was killed in a fight with patriots before the Libbrought into requisition.
Two pistol volleys were fired, and then the patriots . ere erty Boys Jeft that part of the country.
Red Fawn married a handsome young chief, and was happy,
upon the redcoats and Ir .. ans.
The latter fired some scattering shots, but did not dp much though she sometimes e:. :i;i:;ht of the handsome paleface youEh
who had saved her from the bear, and sighed.
dam age.
The old hunchback, who had made a prisoner of Dick, that
Soon the redcoats and Indians broke and fled.
time, was found dead in his' cabin by hunters. It seemed
The patriots went in pursuit.
The redcoats and Indians scattered, and thus they managed as if he had died a natural death.
The Liberty Boys often thought of their adventures with
·to make their escape.
redcoats, Tories and Ind~ns in the Mohawk valley in after
It was a complete victory for the patriots, however, and a
years, and always with pleasure, for they had done good work
complete rout for the enemy.
The British and Indians had lost sevehty, dead and wounded, there.
while the patriot loss was only twenty, of which number only
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS LEFT
seven were killed, the others being more or less severely BEHIND; OR, ALONE IN THE ENEMY'S COUNTRY."
wounded.
The wounds of the injured were dressed, anu then the work
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CU RRENT NEWS
town called on the scouts for aid. The scouts, under
Scoutmaster R D. MacAlpine, put the problem before
the Larlies' Twentieth Century Club in the fonn of a petition, which was indorsed by their members, after which
they carried the petition to the town authorit~es. The
Free meals are served to school children at sixteen pub- work o.f the scouts united the various forces in the town;
lic schools in the city of Leeds, England. 'l'he Board o.f and the relie.f was promptly granted.
Education defrays one-hal.f of the expense .from the city
taxes and one-half from a Government grant .
Possibility that the specie aboard the steamship Delhi,
wrecked recently ncnr Gibraltar, will be lost recalls the
Louis E. Swanc, of Appleton, Wi ., walked into a physi- fact that in 1870 a Scotchman named Johnston patented
cian's officc and asked to be operatccl on for hernia . He a treasure safe for ships designed to render such loss imwas taken to the hospital anc1 refused an anaesthetic . At possible. His proposal was that an unsinkable safe should
his reque~t a mirror was suRpcnded so he could see the be suspended at the ship's daYits, ready to be lowered into
surgeon work.
the waler at a moment's notice, ancl he invented a contrivance by means of which the safe would detach itself
~lost of the gold in Germany i:o in the imperial bank in an eme~·gcncy ancl float about until picked up by anby now, but that there is still ~on'e in hiding was proved other vessel. Ship's captains, however, declined to enterrerently when a Fucr~tenwald butcher advertised tlfat he t~in 1.hc thonght of having a safe full of money hanging
would sell fat in fiYe-pound lots to persons who paid in at the davits ready to the hand of any who cared to trust
gold ar.d in one-pound lots to those who paid in paper or to a dark night and the naYigable qualities of the chest
siher. The advertisement caused a veritable run on the to make off with it.
butcher shop-so scarce is fat-and at the end o.f the first
day the butcher was able to turn in almost a thousand
The Chattanooga (Tenn.) News recounts the following:
marks in gold. People came not onl~· from Fuerstcnwald,
a W[l8htuh of dirty water and old c1othes local police
In
but from nei_ghboring towns and villages with the gold
officc-rs found twenty-four pints of liquor. The officers
they had hoarded up.
hacl su~pected that the place was Leadqnarters for the
of liquor and had exhausted almost every resource
:<loring
The dormant rrojccl of a raillrn)' arross tlH' Rahara has
efforts to cli~cover the hiding-place. They were
their
in
been actirely reviYed. .\ French commissi•Jll (;hargec1 with
ready to leave when one of the officers shoved
ahont
just
the task or' mwcrtaining Ihe most fn rnrablc ro11te lanflcd
the tnb . It came in contact with something
into
hilly
hi~
at Algiers in ,January and ]1"0ceeded lo the 0 outhern terFurther im'c~tigation revealed the hidden liquor.
harrl.
minus of the prcRent Routh Oran railwa;-, ('olomh-Berhar,
This was one of the fi i;-e places where liquor was ,found.
whence a march across the c1e~crt was to he unclerhiken .
Tn another place a quilt had been placed in a chair to
The party was led by Captain Xieger of 1.he colonial inrepresent a snoozing pickaninny. The officers noticed the
fantry. The tcntati1·c plan for the railway eontcmplates
and didn't see any signs of life. Investigation
quilt
a line snulh from .\l~eria, branching at rnmc point not
a gallon jug of corn whisky.
;::howca
yel sclecterl, one hraiwh lo procred via Timlrnktu to Senegal, the other to Lake 'l'ch\Hl.
'I'he first public as~cmhlage in Crystal Palace, J_,ondon's
Bumptious "'llc~mrn arr not pcpula r in Snnth ,\ 111erica. famo11R sl1ow place. was held sixty years ago, when the
acconli11g to a ITanclhonk for Export r<'<·c11tl:v i~rnPcl hv a great building was formally opened by Queen Victoria .
Ca1iatlian 'l'raclr Commi~,.;io1wr in :-lrnilh ,\mcrirn. He The palace was constructed of the materials used in housi:;a:v that "importers in Latin-.\mcriea lian' grown ver:\' ing the great exhibition of 1851. The edifice, which was
tired of h~aring commcrcinl tra1clcr,; from the lTnitecl (lNlicated to the late Queen, has never been profitable,
Stat-cs extolling the ~upcriority of lhrir eouutry, it~ metl1- ancl on several occa~ions it has been threatened with dcod" ancl proc1uel~. Tt ma.\· c::afely be "air! that thi~ failing ~trnction, but a rnoYement recently set on foot promises
iR re:-ponl"ihle for lhcu loRing ~c·1crnl millions of huRincs~ to :.:ave the historic pleasure resort to the English nation .
ever)' year.·' Hr al:•o warn,; ag-t1inRI llie u. c by salcRmen 'I'lic lrnikling occupies sixteen acres, with 100,000 square
of too many f:]ang cxpre-:RJOll>', as it rohR their conwrsa- feet of exhibition grounds, and i~. 1mrrounded by a park
of 200 acres. Ten thomand tons of iron a-nd 500 tons of
tion of ~eriornrne~" anrl dignity.
glass were uRed in its construction. Grnat football and
The Boy :-\eoub of .\rnerica of Boston, Ga ., were re- cricket contcstR are held within its walls before J 00,000
ccntlv of great "cnicr lo !heir community. After trying ~pectators. Many inclustrial, comrnercia1 and artistic exseveral plans to obtain propel' sanitan ~wans of having hibitions have been staged in Crystal P:i.lace, and it has
the garba~c a1111 rnhbi>:l1 b1ken up from the Rtrccb; and al~o been the scene of many notable public gatherings,
after meeting each time with fail nre the citizens of the athletic events and music .festivals.
J apalle~e interests are endeavoring to have the J apancse
steamship Jine Nippon Yusen Kaisha include N cw Zealand ports in its itinerary, which, it is said, would greatly
benefit Japanese tra<le in New Zealand.
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A WILL AND A WAY
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HOW ·BE.N BLUNT MADE HIS FORTUNE
By RALPH MORTON
{A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XXIII (continued)
"What about Jones and his party?".
"rl;'hey were sent up into Paraguay. I guess they got
away all r.ight in time."
"'J;hen you and Sa:nchez and the other company were in
'
with the bandits?"
"Sometimes we were, and s~metimes they did as they
.
liked."
"Sanchez was in with the police to get rid of me, too, I
suppose?"
"Yes." .
Ben paused for a few moments, and then asked suddenly:
"Just what did you have to do with the abduction of
Jessie Bradley?"
Jeffries :flushed to the very roots of his hair, and then
turned a sickly yellow, tremb.led violently, and. finally
mumbled:
"Didn't baYe nothing to do with it. The bandits took
her off."
· "So that you could pretend to rescue her? Come, now,
out with it. Wasn't that the way of it?"
"Yes,': answerea J efl'ries in a scarcely audible tone.
"Speak louder. That was the scheme, wasn't it?"
"Yes, blast you!" h,issec1 J efl'ries, tmning livid. "Devil
take you, bow do you :find out these things?"
"Oh, I find a wa.y," said Ben, carelessly. "Got that
down, Ken?"
"Yes."
"All right. Now then, to more recent events. Diel :you
hea1· Mr. Kennedy and myself talking in the next room
last night?"
"Yes."
"You heard what Kennedy said about the gold?"
"Yes."
"And about the fool's gold?"
'<yes."
"Then.you slipped in there and took away the stuff?"
'"No, I didn't. That was Sanchez."
"And this is the stuff now in that grip?"
"I don't know. Sanchez may have changed it."
"You're lying, J e:ffries,'' said Ben suddenly. "You know
that is the actual stuff that. was in the sack, don't you?
You confounded lying hypocrite, if you don't tell rne the
truth ·a t once nJ make a porous-plaster of your miserable
hide."
'<yes, it's the same stuff," said J'efiries. trembling so vio-

lently that he hacl to cling to his chair to prevent his falling.
"And Sanchez put the pyrites in its place?"
"Yes. He knows all about such things."
"Of course. I did not expect that you clid. You did
not think to look in my trunk for more of the gold, did
you?"
"No, I clidn't."
"And you would have had some trouble in getting into
it if you hacl. It was fortunate that I locked up the st~.
Bl1t for that we would have had to make a long journey,
even if we had not been discouraged and given the whole
thing up."
"But my young friend Blunt never does give anything
up, once he puts his mind on it," said Kennedy, with a
smile.
"Now. there's auother thing, Jeffries," said Ben. "You
heard Mr. Kennedy talking about a certain.half-breed girl
last night, didn't you?"
Jeffries flushed, moved uneasily in his seat, and answered:
"Ye~, but l've heard of her before that."
"\YJ 1eu was it?"
"Before you went away this last time. Her father told
me about it."
"What did he say?"
"'l'hat she was in love with you."
"Did he say I was in love with her?"
"No."'
"lhd .YOll think 1 was ?"
"No: I knew you wasn't."
"And vet yol~ told Jessie Bradley that I had a sweetheart on ihe other side of the mountain?"
"No, I didn't tell her. She wouldn't have believed me."
"'11bat shows that tho young lady has sense," laughed
Kennedy. "If she had believed you I wouldn't want anything to do with her."
"Still, you spread the rumor, all the same?" asked Ben.
"Yes, J got it talked about all around town."
"What for?"
"So that it w011ld get to Jessie's ears."
"Miss Bradley, if you please,'' said Ben. "I won't allow a cur like you to speak so familiarly of one whom I
Yon wanted her to hear it, and you
re~pect so murb.
hoped sl1e would belleve it?"
"Yes.''
·" You thought she would throw me over?"
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"Yes."
"And take up with you?"
"Yes."
"You insolent conceited idiot!" cried Kenneclv. "Don't
tyou know that you are not good enough for her t~ wipe her
shoes on? I have a good mi11d to kick you downstairs!"
"Wait a moment, Ken," said Ben. "You may have a
hance to do so later. Now please hand over what you
ave taken down."
Kennedy did so, with an cYident relish, and then Ben
said:
"Now write out: 'I do declare this to be a true report
of the conversation between myself and Ben Blunt, and
swear that my answers to his que lions are the truth,' and
let Jeffries sign it."
In a short time Kennedy had written it down.
"Now, then, Charlie Jeffries, sign that, and then get out
of here as quickly as you know how."
Ben laid his revolver on the table, and Jeffries took the
pencil and scrawled his name at the bottom of the paper.
Then he suddenlv seized the rernlver and cried:
"Now, then, it's ~y turn, and I'm going to take it."
Then he leveled the weapon at Ben and pulled the
trigger.
Snap!
Kennedy knocked the weapon out of his hand and sent
him flying out of the room by a vigorous and well-directed
kick.
"'I'he thing wasn't loaded, Ken," laughed Ben. "It's as
harmless as J efl'ries himself."
"But you got his signature, all the same."
"And I did not need it, for your word is sufficient.
Come, let's get out of here."
CIIAPTER
TI"R"
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away at Buenos Aires, at the mines, and with the engineers, when one day he met the gentleman on the street.
"Well, Ben, I have heard of your good fortune," the
latter ~aid, ''but I did not think it would turn your head
and make you forget your friends as it has done."
''I do not forget my real friends, Mr. Bradley," said
Ben. "I was given to understand that my company was
not. desired, and so I stayed away."
"Who gave you to understand that?"
".~Iiss Jessie herself."
"Di cl she tell you so ?"
"She sent word by one of the servants when I called."
"Well, come up to dinner to-night and we will settle the
whole affair amicably."
Ben accepted the invitation, and the affair was settled,
as Mr. Bradley promised it should be.
] t was not long after this that another affair was settled
also . and this was the engagement between Ben and Jessie.
J efiries went away, and was not heard of again in South
America, much to the disgust of Sanchez and his friends,
to all of whom the young man owed considerable sums of
money.
Ben never made use of the paper "··' 1ich Jeffries had
signecl, as there was no occasion to clo Ei...
The railroad was completed within the specified time,
and to-clay it is in good running order, and pays handsome
cli l'idencls to all its stockholders.
The gold mine appears to be inexhaustible, and the original projectors are all millionaires, while the Government
continues to draw a handsome income from the concession .
J efl'ries turned up in New York a year or so after his
cfaappcarance from South America, but he had not improved his time, or taken heed of the lesson he had reccirncl, for lie not only ran through all the money his father gave him, hut forged the latter's name, and at last had
to take to flight to escape a prison cell, and :finally died
abroacl in thr most abject wretchedness.
Ben married Jessie soon after he came 01' age, and in a
few ~· cars returned i.o New York to live, having in the
meantime proviilec1 mo<;t liberally for his mother, who lived
to be the grandmother of three or four lovely children, and
lo r-:ee her son firmly establi ' hcd in business.
Kennedy became nearly as prosperous as Ben. Mr. Presto 11 11 ierl n ri eh man, beloved an cl respected by a11, and Ben
~lill lin'~ and i:; a constant reminder to all his friends that
where there is a will there is a way.

Kennedy made other experiments during the next clay
or so ..
Re founu the contents of the valise i.o be nearly a· good
gold as that Ben had.
Then it was all m;saycil. and round lo he or a :rnpcrior
quality.
H was al so easily reduced, am1 if (here were any ('()nsiderablo quantities of il, as it was more than likely lhaL ihNc
were, there \\'Ollld he fortunes for those 'rh o 11ndcri.ook to
mine it.
'l'hc mdler was to be kept bee;rcl. however. until ~omc
arrangements could be made between the railroad company
and the Government, after which a Rlock company would
be formed and the work 01' mining the gold would be prosecuted with a 11 diligence.
It took some time io come lo an agreement with the
Go,·cmmcnt, hut at las( this business was suceessfoll y accompl ishecl, and the work of forming the stock compa11y THE
was mpidly advanced.
Ben received a share which would bring him in a handsome income aR long m; he lived as a rewanl for his discoYen·, rn that he WM c-crtain of a fortune without havin('0
to do. any more work i r he had , o chosen.
Re had not ,;een Mr. Bradley for several weeks, being i

THE END.
ANOTHER GREAT STORY
-ENTITLED-

LUCKY LOU
-OR-

BOY WHO WAS BORN ON FRIDAY
By Ralph Morton

A RA'J'TLI::\T"G GOOD STORY

OUT NEXT WEEK
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ARTICLES OF ALL KINDS
CHINA'S NEW COMMERRCIAL PORT.
0hina has opened a new 6ommercial port. Pukow, to
foreign trade. It is on the shores of the Yangtze River
in the Province of Kiangsu, directly opposite the City of
N anking, and 205 miles from Shanghai. It is expected
that Pukow will attract a considerable Yolume of trade
from fertile districts of the interior. Unfortunately the
place is not adapted for r esidence in its present condition,
as it is swampy. Representatives of foreign firms doing
business through the new port will probably reside in
N anking until Pukow is rendered more habitable by the
filling in of the swampy tracts.
A "CEMENT GUN."
The "cement gun," a device for putting concrete in
place by compressed air·, is being used by the Quartermaster's Department, United States army, in the Hawaiian
Islands, and is proving of value in. the construction of
the ordnance shop at Fort Ruge!'. The following descrip. tion of the device as used in Hawaii is furnished by Capt.
A. B. Putnam, corps of engineers :
.
"The cement gun consists of an air compressor, a fourcylinder marine gasoline engine of twenty horse-power, a
one-inch wire-bound rubber hose with walls three-eighths
inch thick for delivering dry sand and cement mixed, an
oFdinary garden hose for delivering water to the nozzle
of the gun, and the gun or nozzle itself.
"A mixture (1 to 2%) of cement and finr· sanc1 is delivered to the nozzle at thirty pounds pressmc, and just
before heing discharged is met by a circular spray of water of thirty pounds pressure within the nozzle, so tl1at
the wet mortar is projected on the surface to be covered.
The water supply is regulated at nozzle to obtain the correct consistency."
NAVASSA ISLAND LIGH'l.'HOUSE.
Because the Panama Canal, when it come:· into its own
with the close of the European war, will refashion ihe
trade routes of the world and lead an endless proces ion
of Yessels through waters hitherto unfrequented. the
United St.ates Government is preparing to go far afield
and establish a lighthouse on Navassa I sland, a small
rocky islet of the West Indies east of Hayti.
Tlie light will be unique, says the Washington Star, in
that it will be the only one maintained by the United
States alone on land not a part of its national .domain.
'rhis Government is not whoilv w!thout claim to the halfmile of rock that constitutes the island, however, for a
generatior ago guano deposits were exploited by an American company, which found it a "no man's land."
At that time the comts of the United States assumed
juriscli.ction when a murder was committed on the isolated
pai.rl1 of rock anc1 brought the murderer to book at Baltiinore. When tl1e need of a 1igl1th011sc on the island was
felt, therefore, it was not deemed necessary to negotiate
with any other country, although several countries bave
<1t times elaimed ownerJ1ip.

Congress ·a ppropriated $125,000 for tbe etection of the
Navassa ligM and the Federal lightllouse bureau will soo;n
cull for bids. The light will have a beam o:f 56JOOO candlepower that can be seen for twenty-seven nautical miles.
· There is one other lighthouse that is in a. way comparable to Navassa. This is the light on Cape Spartel, tlie
Moroccan headland across from Gibraltar, which has been
maintained since 1867 by joint contributions from Great
Britain. the United States, J\Iorocco, AustTia, Belgium,
Spain, France, Italy, the Netherlands and Portugal.
DON'T WATCH THE CLOCK.
Tbis is ad vice that bas been given many times, bttt is
always worth repeating. If you look around in places
where people WOTk you will see that this is so. So many
workmen are "clock watchers." All their lives they are
wa tcbing the fare of the clock. Eight o'clock in the morning fincls them scampering to register on the time clock
before sbuting lime. The forenoon is spent in watching
foe ha11ds of the clock moving slowly, toward the noon
hour. The afternoon finds them noting each passing
hour, and when quitting time comes they beat the clo?k
to it by a minute or two.
And then they wonder why they never succeed, why
they are neYer advanced, ·why their wages are so slow in
increm:ing; whv, when some must be laid off, they are
al ways among the unfortunates.
The clock watcher usually blames his "hard lnck·· on
the bos:o. The bos~ is against him. The boss doesn't like
him. The boss is trying i.o keep him clown. It's "all the
fault of the boss. 'rhe truth is that it is all his own
fault.
A man, who is onl,v a "time serYer'' am1 nothing more,
never gets very far, and does not ueRervc to. If he tl.oes
no more than he has to clo to hold the job, if he l1t1s no
mnrr. intcre2t in the lrn sincRs than merely to work 1rnm
Ftarting time to qnitting time, he is of no more rnluc to
the boss tl1a11 - a machine of iron cogs and rod:,; anr1
leather bel ts . Tlie marl1i11e starts. too. when the whi st le
.blmrn ancl ~top~ when it blows again . The machine can·t
think and is not paid to tbink. One maehiDe of that kind
is jn~t as good as another. H will turn 011t just so much
1rnrk, arnl so, wl1en tl1e boss goer'\ to bffr one he ·would be
a fool to pay more than the lowesl market price. B11t if.
be could buy a machine that could think as it workca,
that could pJan. to do better work than the other machines
around it, that could feel itself a part of the business ahd
have an interest and a pride in maki.ng it successfol, what
wouldn't tlie boss pay for that kind of a helper?
So i'eme1nber this . When yon take a job. got the fee.1ing that you are a part of the business; that much depends on you, that the boss is having a hard struggle of.
it, l'llld you must help him all you can. If you do that
you \\'ill soon see that the boss is your friend. and you will
go ahead.
·
And this applies to every kind of a worker in e-rery
kii1c1 0£ a business.
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HUSKY HARRY, THE BOY OF MUSCLE
-OR-

WILLING TO WORK HIS WAY

I

•
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By CAPTAIN GEO. W . GRANVILLE
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER VII (continued)
handcuffs," said Harry. "I'll make no
your
"Put away
resistance."
"I think ye'll be safer with 'em on,'' persisted Wal'd.
"Eh, Phillips?"
"Yes,'' agreed the selectman.
"If you put them on me I'll break them,'' said Harry
angrily.
"Hub ! You may be strong, but I'll risk the handcuffs,"
sniffed Ward. And he snapped the steel links upon
Harry's wrists. Then a startling thing happened.
Harry turned one wrist over the other, and made a
q11ick strain. With a ringing snap, the handcuffs, which
were somewbat rusty, it must be said, were broken in
two .
1
'There you are,'' said the strong boy, contemptuously.
"Now I could throw you and your companion here into
the dock if I chose. But I am not going to do it. I'm
going back to Maysville to face this charge and bring my
traducer to punishment. Ancl I think T know who he is,
too," and Harry bent a hard gaze upon Owen Phj]]jps.
The grocer flushed.
"Well, it warn't Ben, as ye might think,'' he said. "I'm
rendy to prove that my boy was in bed at that ham."
"All right,'' said Harry, resoli1tel)[. "We shall see.
Xow. Mr. Sbcriff, Tam ready to go wjLb you 11·ithont haml·
entfa."
It lrnppcncd thai Mr. Harwood liitd stootl hy an astonished listener. He now steppecl forward .
"I'm a liHle hit interested in this maUrr myself," he
sai<1. "H:1nY, I don't believe you guilly.''
"T al:'s11rc Yon J am not, Mr. Hmwoocl."
'"l'hen yon shan ·t go to jail. l'll sec yon thro11gh this.<·
"I sl1all never foTget yam' kindness, l\Ir . Hanvoocl," he
$aicl "I am not guilty. I can explain i.ho whole affair
to, you."
"I belie1·e you, my boy. Hang it, i his is too bacl, just ns
I hase goi. tl1e right man for a shipping clerk, to have this
ha,ppcn. But it's all right. . I'll have you back bere on
duty to-morrow, for I will furnish yam bail.''
'The result was that :M:r. Harwood boarded the trajn for
iliaysville with Harry and his custodians. When Maysville was rear.heel, Phillips wanted to confine Harry in the
jail.
But '~fr. Harwood found the bail commissioner, and
Harry was released on five thousand dollars bonds. The
B eechwood merchant was now in the game to the .finiPh .

"I'm going to see fair play !" he cried. "I think t his
boy is the victim of a black conspiracy. I am going to
stand bv him."
''Y might be in better business, :S:arwood','' snapped
Owen Phillips. "I think you will fincl your confidence
misplaced."
"Whs.t charge can you bring against the boy's cliaracter
prevjous to this?" askecl H arwood.
"He is a young tough. He assaulted my boy Ben and
nearly beat him to cleatb."
"If I heard the story aright, Phillips, your boy h&d
four confederates to assist him." ·
"'l'hat is not ~o,'' affirmed the grocer, angrily. " There
were four witnesses to the affair. It was brutal and disgniccfol."
But James Harwood only smiled in an incredulous way.
Husky Harry had made a stanch friend of the wealthy
importer.
As soon as the bail had been arranged Harry and Mr .
Harwood Leak a walk clown to the burned mill. It wa.s in
ashe.-, irnd nothing was left but the dam.
As the>' stood looking at the spot, a footstep soun ded
bchiml them, and a voice exclaimed:
"Hello, Harry ! I'm glacl to see you."
Ffarry i.urned with a start.
"DiC"k Hnri.1\·cll !"he cxclairnccl.
It w11s ] farrv's school friend, and the youtl1 who h ad
11'ar11C'tl J1im tlrnt Ben Phillips was laying a plot to do him
mjury. nan">' greei.ccl him 1rarrnly, and introduced him
to lHI'. Har\\'ood.
"J was sorry to hear of yam· trouble, Hal," said Dick
earncstlv. "ft is a Yile game to injure you."
",\ t loasi. yo1\ don't be1icvc the charge against m e?" said
·
·
ITarry, grntoF11lly.
"Certainly T do 11ot. I know only·too well who is at th~
bottom oC it."
J\lh·. Harwoorl was interested.
"\Vil l yon ten us who that is?" he asked.
"X o other than Beu Phillips."
Harry ancl Ur. Harwood looked at each other.
"Can that be proved, Dick?" asked Harry.
'·T think so. 0£ course, Ben had confoderates. One of
them is :;in irresponsible fellow who could be frightened
into a confessio11, I believe. He is Duncan Smith, and he
ancl Will Eaton are the two who claim to have been passing here yesterday morning and saw you set the fire before iaki11g the train to leave town ."
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the

two youths namel'
Harry's veins tingled. He knew
by Dirk rnry well. They were cronies of Ben Phillips,
and had bce11 with him on the occasion of the assault the
preYious night, when Harry had worsted them all.
·'Diel these two fellows make oath that thev saw me fire
·
the mill?"
belieYe it,
wouldn't
Logan
Dan
first
At
did.
"They
and dicln 't want to swear out the warrant. But there was
nothing else for him to do ."
· '"They are liars!" cried Harry hotly. "I'll find them
an cl force them to confess."
'"\Yait !., cried Dick. "I wouldn't try to press the matter just yet. Just now they will stick to their story, and
it will do you no good . If you will wait a week or so, and
]caYe it to me, I think I can get the necessary eridence to
conYict them and Phillips also."
"Dick is right,'' said Mr. Harwood. "That is the best
thing you can do, Harry. "The trial will not occur under
a month, and it is just as well to let the matter rest."
'I feel sm c that I can get the evidence to clear you,"
avowed Dick.
"But all this while people will believe me an incentliary," said IIan.r bitterly. "I don't think I can stand
it. When I got off the train people looked at me coldly.
~ ot one of my friends would bow to me ."
'"'l'hat is thr way of the world," ·aid J\Ir. Harwood.
"Bul .''O ll arc not without friends, and you will find they
will nll be glad to take your hand as soon as the stain is
de~ned U\\'a\' . .,

Harn" h~wel'er, felt Yery bitter in spirit. He had
worked faithfol ly for Logan & Lee, and had won their
rc!'pcd. Xow they were forced to accept the belief that
lw had betrayed rheir trust, and had committed a terrible
crime.
He thought or Bessie, and what her opinion of him
now nrnRt he. It seemed to him as if he was utterly helple;;;;, a foeling he had nel'er known before.
Uc wi~hc<l much that it was a problem of physical
sort instead of a shrewd battle of wits for which his honest, open m1h1n' was by 110 me1111~ fitted . He \\'Onld gladly
hav" fat:ed 11 gang of a dozen toughs intent npon taking
his life than this insicliou;;, cunning and um1erbandecl
game 11garnst his honor.
J u~t thrn he vhanccd to turn his head and gaYe a great
start. ln the dim hrilight a man wa~ approaching them .
It wa~ Dan Logan.

CHAPTER VIII.
RR ~~ VB

WORK.

The~·e was a dark frown upon the lumberman's face as
he approached thE>rn. He looked at Harry with a scowl
and then nodded to Mr. IIarwoot1.
"How are yon, Logan?" exclaimed Hanrood. "You are
just the man [ wanted to see.''
'"ITe1lo, Jim!" ~aid Logan familiarly. '"Tf you ":ant 1.o
.
see me, here I am ..,
"Goorl enough! It looks ?.s if yon were a ~u fferer by
fire. "
"J sho11ld say so! 'l'hc mill is a dead loss. The policy
of insurance had just expired."
"I am very sorry to bear that, Mr. Logan!" s~d Harry.

I hope tlw sroundrel who is responsible for it will meet
1'i th punishment."
"Then yon deny the charge that you $ct the mill on
fire ?"
"Do you honestly belicYe I did it?''
Dan Logan's gaze wavered. 'l'here wa8 a light in Husky
Ilarry's eyes which he could not meet.
"Well, I wouldn't believe it until two witnesses came
forward."
"And who are thev? Two of the most worthless loafers
in 1II aysville. Dunc.an Smith never told the truth in his
l_ifc, and everybody knows it."
Logan's face again darkened.
"They tell a straight story."
Harry drew a deep breath, as if in pain.
"Then you believe their story, Mr. Logan?"
"Why, J'ye got to believe it until I've seen it c1isproYcd,"
S!licl the lumberman.
"See here, Dan,'' said Mr. Harwood, seriously. "I don't
belim'e this boy is guilty. I never met him in my life
until this morning, but I am going bail for him, and I
am going to stand by him until I find out he is guilty.''
Logan was silent for some moments. He was a man of
generous impulse5, but high temper and a set purpose.
Ile was not yet satisfied that IIarry "'as innocent.
"All right. HanrnoCI,'' he said :finally, "I don't "·ant to
miRjudge anybody. If I'm wrong I shall be sorry. 'l'hafs
alL"
He strode stiffly away. Harry turned his head to hide
the tears that sprang into his eyes. Ile was inwardly
hurt, but his courage was by no means broken. He turned.
and said :
''I don't think I ran stay in Maysdlle another moment.
I must get away .. ,
"Goocf-by. H~rry," ~aicl Dick IIartwell. "I am going
to help you all I can, and before the trial comes I'll have
that criL1ence.'
"[ thank you, Dick,'' said Harry, in a trembling voi ce.
"l bclicre :rnu arc my friend ..,
01we on hoard the train Harry tlrcw a brcaLJ1 of relirf.
Befon' Bccl'lmood 1rn>: r<'neltl•d hi" spirit~ hnd in a m ea,.:·
ure rl'tnrnetl.
Jt \I'll" late in tho rrening wh en i!it' little• H'npo rt tmrn
wa,.: rcaehecl. l\fr. Hanrood took him to n respectable
lollging-hou,-c. :mtl. gra8pi11g his lrnllll, ~aid:
"Xow, my bO.\". I shall expcd ~·ou 10 he nn dntl· in the
morning, just as if nothing had lrnppene<l. l feel sure
yon will come out all right. :Steer a Rtraight course."
.\ll the deep feeling of his nature was iu Harry's powerful grasp as . he wrnng ::\Ir. Ranrnod' , hand until the mereh1111t gasped "·ith IJain from the po11·erful prcs'ure .
•·You·rc the br~t. man that e1·pr lin'd . :Jir. lTanrood. n'nr1
l'I! not J'or,i;cl You. l\Iay hen1·r11 [orcn't' Illes~ rou ...
The }odging-l10n~e to 1rhi('h flurry Jintl t·orne \I'll$ a brJt·k
strnc:tnrc of four storie~. ll \1" <1" p:ll't or a bl ock of honf'e;;
•;rhich extended ror th e length of thl' ~quart'.
Tf is !'00111 \\"Cl>! a spare J"urni~Jircl chambrr in tllC top
:;ton. There IH' re many lollger;:; in the hon~c. and the landlady seenwd a good , motherly sort of per1'on. :Jir. Harwo0l1 had brrnrne suret.1· for Harr~.. ~ I O<H<l. ~o that he was
not t:ompdled to pay in adnmcl'.
(To be rontinued)
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FROM ALL POINTS
A little more than twenty-three years ago Mrs. George
E. :u. Stengle, of Seaford, Del., lost a plain gold-band
·ing with her initials in it. All efforts on the part of several members of the family and neighbors to find it were
utile. 'l'he other day, while Ethel, her nine-year-old
daughter, was playing in the yard with a sister, she noticed something shining in a spot where snow was m·elt!ing and found it was a ring. When she took it to her
mother it was quickly recognized as the ring lost nearly a
~uarter of a century ago. Jn the yard the ground had been
plowed and tilled hundreds of times. The ring was in
perfect condition and not the least worn.

,.

A perfectly good wolf hunt was held in Millerfl.burg,
Ohio, bv the Fox Hunters' Association, but hereafter the
association members opine they will stick strictly to the
fox in any future hunts. ,\. husky, aggre ·siYe and quite
tmfriendly Texas prairie wolf was obtained for the hunt
recently. The hunt, as a social gathering, was successful.
However, true to their breeding as foxhounds, the dogs,
when Mr. Wolf was liberated, refused to associate with
him. The· wolf evinced a desire to lie down and go to
sleep. Then the master of the foxhounds told the dogs to
make believe that the wolf was ·a fox and some of the more
intelligent of the hounds obeyed orders, and the wol.E
chewed them so badly they beat a retreat. One o.f the fox
Daniel Griffith, of Findlay, Ohio, knows how to train hunters then shot the wolf, much to the relief of neigha clog to gather eggs, but, notwithst.anding this, he and boring farmers.
his neighbors are on good terms. He had an old family
Which of your feet walks faster? Thi~ seems like a
dog, which he laught to go to the henhouse each evening
question, doesn't it? But if you were ever lost in
queer
and bring back the day's fresh eggs. The dog did this
and after toiling through the bn1sh, over logs
woods,
the
to perfection, but recently slipped through a broken fence
and brought back some of the neighbors' eggs. This con- and around bramble thickets for a few hours, only to come
tinued until the Griffiths began to see they ·were getting out at the very spot where you started, you will perhaps
one egg from each hen, with a few thrown in for good luck believe that one of your legs is a hetter walker than the
because of the cold weather. About this time, too, neigh- other. One (lay a company of boys were playing a cmious
bors began to wonder why their hens were not laying. A game. One after another they were blindfo!Lled and then
each of them started to see if he could walk from the back
watch was instituted and Towser was caught.
porch of a house across a lawn about fifty feet wide and
throngh an open gate. Although they were every one
A p11ng·enl incident about our country's father is in started in the right direction not a boy succeeded in
toasts made by members of the foreign legation dining reaching the gate. You can all try this game. There's
more than a century ago in Europe. The British Am- lots of sport in it. If you have no gate to practise on set
bas~ador said : "England, the sun whose brightness shines up two stakes about. ten feet apart on a smooth lawn or
in remote corners of the earth!" When they dmnk that in a court. 'I'hen stand 60 to 75 feet away, and, blindthe French Minister proposed: "Franc~, the moon whose folded, try to walk between them. Try this experiment,
tender beams aelight all nations, shining in darkness." and find out which of your feet walks faster .
They drank that, and, as the Dutch narrator expressed
the rest: "Yot yon think? Vy, up jumped old Doc
The following anecdote of George Washing-ton is authenFranklin, of the United States of America, and says: ticated by the letter here referred to, which is still pre'Let 11 drink to Charge Yasshington, the Joshua, who ser\'Pd in the family: Colonel Samuel Cogswell, of Washcommanded the sun and moon to stand still, and they ington's staff, wrote to his wife from Portsmouth, N. H.,
obeyed.' "
November 5, 1789, describing the Yoyage around the harbor, made in the red, white and blue harge, when the first
Secretarv Daniel ' and his advisers have decided to start President, with twelve othn men, went to survey the new
a sy~tem of eiYil ian naval training similar to the military Government navy yard and see New England . The men
training camps al J)lattslmrgh and cl ewhere. Six battle- in the boat were fishing for halibut, though without sucships will take seekers after naval training for a month's cess. Before long Washington's line g0t a jerk that alcrui.-;e about August J5 along the Atlantic coast. Nearly most upset him. Hopes were blasted, however, when the
2,;'"iOO men can be trained every year in this way. The hook flew up empty, having caught on the rocks. "It
co. t lo the men will be sufficiently low to enable those in let go so sudden." wrote Cogswell, "that CfPneral Washmoclerale cir(·tmu:itances to join. The only compulsory ington was precipiiated down squarely on their hait pipkin
Tequi rcmcnt is that each volunteer declare his intention (pail), which held clams. He a!so got hit on a corner of
of ·!Yfring his service to the navy in case of war. The bat- 'Squire Langdon's hat, which resulted, hy the time they
tleships will be the µre-dreadnoughts Kearsarge and Ken- lande~, in a black eye. His Excellency rose again with
tucky and others. Four or five weeks' training will be characteristic grace and dignit~r, veiling hoth disappointgive11. '11 he object of the plan is to establish a naval re- ment and discomfiture in smiles. For this mean trick the
sen-e of civilians. Each man will receiYe a certificate at g0dR compensated their mortal favorite b? granting him
the end o.E the cruise. The expenses per man are not ex- a lusty coclfish-the :first and best catch of the excurs ionpected to exceed $30 .
jnst a moment after his clammy downfall."
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plague~ of Yoles, rlue no doubt to the non-cultivation of
the ficlcls, which fall into the trenches by scores, are
trampled nnc1er foot bv the meJ1, and are then devoured
by cln'adfnl beetles. To these plagues has now su cceell-ed
one of giant rats, some having been measured as nearly
two feet in le11gth from tip of nose to end of tail and of
a girth which is proportional. 'l'o combat these, ferr~'ts
are now !wing sent 0~1t in hundreds from England, with
the re:,;u 1l t.hat the price of ferrets has considerably risen
eYeryv:here, while in some places they are not procurable
at all. The men consider it great sport, ancl a bag of over
.J.00 rat~ hn~ been made in an afternoon . The cold in the
treiwhes has not been so great thi:; winter as that which
wa~ encou11tered last year, and if it should come later, the
troops are probably better prepared to meet it; but the wet
and muu ha\'e been terrible, the rain especially being
heavy and comtant.

~·~ws Altrl ICLES
H enry Bake, of Harrisburg, Pa., has been arrested by
GlUNS ANO CHUCKLES
St.ate Policeman Curtis A. DaYies on charges of burglary.
"('an you keep a secret, uncle?" "Yes." "-Well, auntie
He confessed to a string of thefts co,·cring months in the
fashionable suburban districts of the State capital. Jn has eloped with the chauffeur, and ihey'rn borrowed your
Bake's pocket was found a much-used Bible. Circled with motor."'
red ink was the quotation "Seek and ye shall find ."
}!rs. Gray-Tl1e window in mY hall has stained ~lass
Mrs . Mnry Haberman, o.f Porllaml, Or0., who stormed in it. Mr~. Grren-Too had ! Can't you find anything
the courts with a battery of nine b wyerR, is victor in ber tlial'Jl take the stains out;
;,nit against John Hart, wlJO was defendecl by only two leKni ck-llow llid that doctor build llp such a good pracgal guns. As a result Hart mu~i return to Mro . Haberman one old hen ancl eleven small chickens or e!Re pav $10 tise? "J\nnck-Hacl mo ring pictures installed to amuse
in cash for them. Thus will justice be done acc::irdino· to !.ii::; patron s while they waited.
the llecision o.f District J uclge Bell. Mrs-. Haberman ;uecl
for $22.
<iromwe1l (in chenp re~t.aurant)-Here, waitrr ! Are
these mutton or pork cl1ops? Waiter-C'an·t you tell b.\'
'l1 he war has evidently hnd a marked effed in redncing the ta~te? Gromwell-Xo. Wailer-Then what differhunting in .Alsace-Lorraine, a:: appears from a recent de- ence <loci' it make what thry are?
cree of the Rirassburg m1thoritics. \\'ilcl hogs hare increased in some parts of the country to such an extent
:\ ~JH'P1li11t( nulornohilc met a smootlily-glilling cutter
that the Government l1as given i.o the loeal autho rities the on llir n •nrl . '' .\h !., it Raid to i.lte cntier, "wh0re are you
right t.o order tl1e hunting o.f the animals at frequent in- going~" ·'SIC'i?11ing, of cotirst',"' rrplied the euLler. ".\nd
tervals during the winter months. This applies io cases vou '!'' ":-"l~1yi11~ !.. slwuird back ihe automobile wiih a
where the owners of hunting rights fail to shoot off ilie ]1or~ele~s laugi1.
increase of the hogs ancl the latter commit ravage:; upon
the crops.
:Jlr. Wisc-rm going to slarl ~·on off with a bank ac-

GOOll CUUREN'l1
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:£!ans are under way for a British Empire fair to be
held next year, which, it is expected, will be the largest
of its kind ever held in the world. The time set for it is
the spring of 1917, and the place seleded is Willcsc1en
Green, London. Th e intention is to provide accommodation for exhibits of practically every known industry. 'l'he
exhibition building will cost about $1,000,000 ancl cover
an area of 610,000 square feet. 'rhe frontage of the stalls
will be about twelve miles in length, ancl arrangements
will be made for possible enlargement of the grounds
should this be required. The fair will be held for three
weeks.
The trench warfare in France has been responsible for
some remarkable horrors. There have been plagues of
bloated flies which are pTOduced in milli.ons by a few hours
of sunshine. In some districts, too, th ere have been

ronnl for a C'hri~tim1~ jliWCnt. Mr~ . \rise-But, Charlie
dear. you forget that Cltri~lmas js a legal holiday, ancl
the 1Ja11k~ will hr clo.<ctl? I won ·t be able i.o draw the
money out until the next day.
I

"Fnrm products cost more than they med to." "Ye~,"
repli er] the farmer. "\\'hen a farmer is supposed to know
the botaniral name of what he's raising, and the zoological
namr of the imect that eats it, and the chemical name of
whal will kill it, somebody's got to pay."
Potter Palmer, hearing of the whereabouts of a guest
who had flecampecl from the Palmer Ilouse without going
th rough the formality of paying his bill. sent him a note:
"Mr. - - . . Dear Sir :-\'i' ill you send the amount of
your bill, aml oblige," etc. T o whi ch the delinquent replied: "The amount is $13. Yours respectfull.v."
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A SKILLFUL JOB.
By D. W. Stevens

"Well, Clark, thanks to you, I've got my fellow safely
caged. But for your hearty assisi.ance I'm afraid I'd
have had a nasty time of it if I hadn't been compelled to
go back empty-handed."
The speaker was Joe Bloodgood, an English detective,
who had come to New York in search of a noted criminal.
I had joined in with him, and by my assistance, as he
acknowledged by his words, the fugitive had been taken
into custody.
He was then under lock and key, and Joe was waiting
to get extradition papers. And while waiting he was my
guest.
·
It was in the dead of winter.
We sat before a glowing fire_, each with a good cigar
behrnen his teeth; between us was a small table, and on it
a bowl of punch, which Joe had brewed in regular English
Etyle.
And then, as we sipped, we began to talk of professional
matters, ancl began comparing crimes and criminals of
England and America.
"We have more crimes in high life than you have m
this country,'' said Joe, finally.
"Why so?" 1 inquired.
"Well, our laws of inheritance are at the bottom of it.
By our laws you know the eldest son is nearly always the
sole heir; or, failing that, the nearest male relation, in
most cases. Supposing that the life of only one being
starnis hetwren you and a big est.a te !md lots of 'tin,' and
you are a poor devil often going hungry-don't you see
how great a temptation there is?"
"Yes," I assented. "By the way, did you ever get mixed
up in such an affair?"
"Several of them. But there was that case of Durand
Manor-that was the tough case. But I got to the bottom
of it. and it was what I call a 'Skillful Job.'"
"Let's hear about it.''
JOE'S STORY.
Durand Manor, a very old and valuable estate, had
descended throngh many generations of the Durancls.
It was entailed in the direct line, the eldest son becoming the heir.
Old Sir Lemuel, at bis death, left behind him two sons
-Robert, the heir, and James; the fol:mer twenty-two,
the latter twenty ~'Ca Ts of age. Now, as is apparent, in the
case of Robert's death without leavi11g a son behind him,
James succeeded his brother.
Having premised to this extent, I will now return to a
day in early spring, as I sat in the office at our headquarters. It chanced that I was alone. 'l'he door softly
opened, anc1, on turning to see who it was, I beheld the
:figure of a deeply-veiled, exquisitely-shaped woman.
"Are you a detective?" she finally asked, in the sweetest
and saddest tone I ever heard.
"I a:i;n: can 1 clo anything for you?"
"Can I trust you?"
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"You can rely upon my honesty and sense of honor," I
replied.
"And will it be necessary that every one here should
know it?" she hesitatingly ·asked.
·
"Not if you will meet me elsewhere and tell me _pnvately what you have to say."
"My carriage is outside," struck by a sudden-- inspirabon. "I can talk to you while driving." ,
.
"The very thing. Retum to your carriage, and I will
be clown in a few minutes."
What was my surprise, when I reached the sidewalk,
to find myself confronted by a carriage bearing a. crest.
The lady evidently was a person of rank. I hesitate9'
aboltt en'tering the carriage, but she motioned me .imperativelv to do so. For some little time we rode in silence.
"Are you a married man?" she :finally abruptly ash~.
"I am."
"And love your wife?"
"I do."
"Singular question, you may think," she said, "but
ask them becaus~ I am called upon now to bare the secret
of my own beart to you. I am Lady Templeton."
I bowed low.
"Hobert Durn.nd and I have been friends for years,'' she
resumed. "At la-st we were more-we were lovers. The
knowledge was kept from my family. A month ago Rob~
ert Dmand and I met; he was to come again two clays
later, but he did not come. Instead, I heard that he· bad
suddenly become insane-but I do not believe it."
"Ah! And what am I to do ill the matter, Lady Templeton?"
"Find means to prove that he is not," she promptly returned.
"Do you suspect anybody? In other words, do you
think his brother James is at the bottom of it?"
"I tell you that Robert is the victim of a conspiracy,"
she finally said. "Will you try to get to the bottom
of it?"
Perhaps her ·absolute faith in the truth of what she said
impressed me. And before I knew fairly what I was about
I had c.:ommitted myself, and had agreed to attempt to
prove-in the face of half a dozen eminent physiciansthat Robert Durand was not insane.
Well, half an hour afterwards I was calling myself a
fool, a donkey, a blockhead, and a score of other equally
uncomplimentary names, for, in addition to feeling that I
had set about a useless task, I did not know but I might
get my head within the lion's jaws and have it snapped
ulf.
'
I left London and went clown to Durand Manor.
Jn view of the fact that Robert was pronounced hopelessly insane, making it sure that James would succee.d
to the estate, the father of Lucy Darrel had withdrawn
all objection, and the night tha.t I reached the Manor,
James and Lucy were married.
I had stolen into the grounds and hidden among some
shrubbery. I gazed in upon the scene of festivity. In the
midst of it a wild and fearful shriek arose above all other
sounds.
~t was uttered by the mad brother, confined in an lpl:
used wing of the building.

!
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Its intonation killed any doubt I might have had concerning Robert's insanity.
Then a carriage rolled up to the door. In a few minutes the bridal couple would leave on their way to the
train and their to1-ir.
I wa. about. to move out of the shrubbery, and return to
the inn at the village, when I was caused to pause by the
near approach of two men.
"Treat him kindly. Poor Bob! Use no harsh measures
with him."
It was James Durand. What, he, the wicked man Lady
Templeton suspected him of being, and speak so kindly
of his unfortunate brother? It was a sin and a shame to
even dream that such a thing were possible.
Ten minutes later the carriage rolled swiftly away, and'
I returned toward the village in a brown study. The conversation I had heard did not exactly please me. I determined to get a glimpse of the attendant by daylight.
1 did so the next day, and his appearance impressed me
any way but favorably. I managed to obtain the information that his name was Thomson, that he was a professional attendant for the insane, and had been attached to
some insane asylum near London.
1
Back to London I went, and my opinion of 1 homson
was not raised ~hen I discovered the particular insane
asylum to which he had been attached. lt was a private
institution, and it had long borne a bad name.
Once more I went to Durand Manor. ·
"That's a cousin of the Durands," said the landlord, as
a young lady drove past in a basket phaeton. "She's playing lady up at the manor house until the heir comes back
with his bride."
In the afternoon, after dinner, I strolled away toward
the manor house, as all the villagers called it. 'l'he "outside grounds,'' a.s they were called, everybody was permitted to visit, strangers being supposed, however, not to
pass the huge stone portals of the gates a short distance
'
from the house.
I had nearly reached the gates when I heard the rapid
fall of a horse's feet approaching from behind me. Glancing back, I saw a lady on horseback, dressed in long riding
habit and high hat.
"Do you belong here?" she demancled, as she reined in
her horse on reaching my side.
"I do not."
"Well, no matter. Here, hold my horse-I will alight
just within the gates."
"Ah I"
I glanced quickly ·a round, and saw the young lady whom
the landlord had Baid was Durand's cousin.
"Ah I"
A look of something like jealousy shot into the equestrienne's dark eyes. One moment she seemed to hesitate,
and then she swiftly advanced toward the lady of the
manor.
"Who are you ?"
"Excuse me, but who are you who enter these grounds
in this manner?" having recovered her self-possession.
"No matter who I am," was the brisk reply. "Are you
anything to James Durand ?"
"I am his cousin."
"Where is James Durand?"
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"He is absent on his wedding tour," was the reply.
The equestrienne reeled and almost fell. But she recovered herself, and with steady step returned to where I
stood, and l assi"ted her into the addle. Her teeth were
clutched, her eyes flamed, and, as . he rode away, I heard
her mutter:
"When he did not come, I knew there was another
woman in the case. So he has deserted me. Fool! I
know his plans, and will be reYenged !"
I traced lier to London, and there lost track to her. A
month had passed, all but one day. In this time I had
become convincerl that James Durand was a villain, that
he had paid 1'hom, on to become his brother's executioner.
But what could I do?
Gloomy-minded and despondent, I wandered through
Hyde Park, and suddenly came face to face with the
woman I had E>earcbed for in vain. Where skill had failed,
accident had befriended me.
I spoke to lier. At .first she seemed inclined to resent
it as a familiarity, but I uttered the name of James Durand, and .found it talismanic.
"Yes, it is true!" she said,, with her eyes flashing. "Sit
down here, where we cannot be overheard. Listen! 1 was
an actress, but pure in life as a babe. James Durand saw
me-loved me-he saicl, and heaven knows I loved him.
'I'here is no need of telling you the story-it is sufficient
that I loved him so blindly that I let him sink me until
all l'enHc of shame and degradation was lost.
"Uc told me about how he could become the heir ii he
('On ld ,µ-et his brother out of the way.
"'Give him drugs-make him mad,' I told James. Robert Durand was drugged-made mad. Ile was examined
while under the infinencc o.f lhesc drugs, and the rlodors
~aid he 1ra;; in;:ane.
"Xo sooner cloes James Durand come into possession, or
know . that he is !'Ure of succeeding, i.han he deserts me.
With my kisses warm on his lips he plighted his troth
with another woman, and the hom that 1 learned it my
heart \\'as filleJ with wormwood and gall. 'l'he love I bore
him i;;; no\\' C'hangerl into deathly hate; I ha Ye s11·orn to be
re1·c>ngl'Cl. Ile will c·:rn8e Hobert\· death, I know, and then
-lhe11-I will put lhe halter arouml his neck."
'l'o a passing- "hobby'· I gaYe a glimpse of rn~· shielc1. Re
ad vancerl and we c01wcyed the \voman to Lhe lockup. She
repeated her ~tory to a magistrate, and, armed with a warrant, I went lo the manor house.
I arresfocl Thomson and released Robert Durand. To
all appearanrcs he was mad, but when the effects of the
drug hnd passed oil he was as sane as eitlrnr of us.
I laid my plans to capture James Durand when be
stepped foot in England. To avoid a scandal and a blemish on the name, his brother must have written to him,
expo;;ing the failure of his dastardly scheme, for James
and
Durand took a vessel at Havre and came to America
'
.
.
afterward, I have heard, on the plams.
was killed
The actress killed herself when she found that James
Durand had escaped.
As for Robert and Lady Templeton, they were finallv
married. That I was handsomely paid, you can wefi
imagine. 'rhe case being kept so quiet, I got no particular credit for it, though it was a skillful job.
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GOOD READING
DANCING BIRDS.
0ne of the many strange sights on the plains of southern Africa is a party of waltzing ostriches. Their queer
antics have been described thus:
''When there are a number of them they will start off
in the morning and after running a few hundred yards
will stop and with raised wings will whirl rapidly around
till they are stupefied or perhaps break a leg. The males
pose also before ;fighting and to make their court. 'l'hey
kneel on their ankles, opening their wings and balancing
themselves alternately forward and backward or to one
side or the other, while the neck is stretched on a level
with the back anc1 the heac1 strikes the sides, now on the
right, now on the left, while the feathers are b1·istling.
The birds appear at this time so absorbed in their occupation as to forget all that is going on around them and
can be approached ·a nd caught. The male alone utters
a cry, which sounds much like an effort to speak with the
moli,th shut tight."
BARBED WIRE IN WAR.

'I1he liberal use of barbed wire by a force of defenders

has often turned what would othe'.rwise have been a victorious assault upon a fortified position into ignominious
defeat. Every one recalls the way barbed wire was used
around Santiago during the Spanish-Amerie;an war and
also in the Rnsso-J apanese war.
'l'he usual method is to stretch thousands of ya1·ds of
wire, thickly "barbed," in front of an enemy. Irregular
fences a.re formed, only a few feet apart. Trees, stumps
and eyerything that can be used as a post is macle to serve,
and the more tangled the wire the more effective it becomes. The terrible effect upon a force that. becomes e]ltangled in such a snare is appalling. Hornes are torn to
pieces, men are cut and bruised, while the wire serves to
hold them jn range of deadly guns. N otliing iR more
demoralizing upon the troops, which :find it pmrtically
impossible to advance or retreat.
Barbecl wire is placed by a regular corps oi men . who
have special equipment for the work, and coils of wire
are a part of every army's equipment. Likewise every
:fighting force has a corps of men provided with wire cutters to c1ear the ground for infantry and cavalry in ·advance. Their work is most hazardous on account of being
themselves unarmed ancl exposed to the enemy's fire.
ANCIENT SHIPS.
Cbnsidering the length of the voyages they undertook
and the size of the vessels, there is a remaTkable number
of old American whaleships still in service. The oldest of
these vessels still eligible for the ancient industry of whale
catching is the bark ChaTles W. Morgan, built in New
Bedford in 1841.
Although seventy-five years old, it is said the Morgan fa
perfectly seaworthy. She is now laid up at New Beatord,
but her owners declare they will fit her up foT a "plum

II•

·1

pudding voyage" anyway when spring comes. , 'l'hat ·sort
of trip lasts only the comparatively short time of six

month~.

Small but hardy were the old whalesf1ips. The C. W.
Morgan was of only 313 tons gross and 105 feet long on
deck. rhe Greyhound, built in 1851 and now on a long
whaling voyage, was of 17 1' tons and 95 feet on deck.
There are .about twenty whaleships left il1 the New Bedford fleet and among them aTe the barks Morning Star,
built in 1853 at Dartmouth, and the Andrew Hicks, built
in 1853 at New Bedford. The ancient Canton wafl 92
years olc1 when lost a year or so ago coming_ out of the
harbor of Faya~, AzOTes.
. Antedating all tl1ese, however, is the English sloop
Jenny, built of oak in 1787 at Nevin, in Carnarvonshire.
.The Jenny was a small bessel, 46 feet long and df only
19 tom register. She was sold, however, and after J 29
years of s~rvice is still engaged in the fii-hing trade out of
Cardiff, Wales.
·'
1

1

STRIPED RIVERS.
In his article on his recent explorations of the great
rivers of South America, Cas1Jar Wl1itney describes an interesting characteristic of these riYel'R, says the Chicago
Journal.
·
"One of the phenomena of this Jana of waters," he says,
"is the retention by each of its 0WJ1 color without diffnsion to the very point of actual rontact, even where the
rivers differ vastly in volume. Black waters flow into
white ones; and white orres empty into black oneR, retaining their individuality up to the very edge, a visible line
of rlemarcation -on one side white, on the other side
black-umuin gled ancl unexplained . Thus the puny black
Atahapo joins the surging white Oriboro to no less of integrity; the black Negro River receives almost at right
m1glrs the odious white Casiquaire without contamination,
and itself empties into the Amazon, not so much as tinging the mud-colored waters of that mighty river. Hnmholclt reports on the lower Casiquaire, which I did not
visit, a black and white stream, both coming from the
east, while oi the rivers flowing in from the west, son'le are
o.f white ancl some of black water; Of the number of
small streams coming into the upper Casiquaire from the
east, those I noted were olive. These colots-whic h among
white waters i·auge from the really white Branco through
many yellowish mud shades, and of black waters from the
greenish ancl bluish and deep brownish to the really deep,
almost black of the Negro, high up-are explained, the
scientists maintain, by the character of the soil whence
they take their source and through which they flow. Those
rising among ~he decaying roots, leaves and vegetabie matter of the forests are the black, and the white those that
have their source and comse· in the alluvial and clayey
soils. Yet the Orinoco has its source in the · heart of the
mountain forest, and flows under their very shadow .on
the north until it sends off the pest-laden Casiqu:aire to
the south."
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ness programm e in one Yery important direction . The
Navy Dcpa_rtment cnn 1Jni l<l tl1ese cruisers just as e~ieap~y
as I can, if 110t more so. ln f::ict, the plans wete laid
in co-operatio n with i\avy Departmen t officials."
-----'!.'he col,orin.g ele1~ent of all black <l_vestuffa is lampblack, which is produce<l through the slow burning of all
combustibl e vegetables and anim,11 suhsta11ces UIJder reduced admission of air. Y cgetable oils, pine wood, the
shell of pomegrana tes, rice, etc., are principally use cl by
the Ch_inese for the production of lampblack. The famous inclia-ink maker, 'l'i-Ting-K onei, who livecl in the
seTenth and eigbtl1 centuries, employed the horn of the
lowno
represented
ancients
tlle
of
chamber
torture
The
rhinoceros. Tlie Cl1inese art of manufactu ring india ink
er form of civilization than is to be found now in the is more than two thousand years old. It is eaniec1 out
State Prison at Trenton, N . J., according to Mrs. Hose as follows: In a porcelain cllsh filled with water, a numPastor Stokes, who has just returned from a -iiisit to Pat ber of small lamps are placed ill a circle. Above each
Quinlan, the labor ag-itator, serving a term for "inciting flame is suspended a hollow po:ccelain cone, insi.cle of which
to riot" during the Paterson silk strike. Quinlan com- the lampbla.ck precipitate s, Tlle powcler thus obtained
plained that his cell was unsanitary . A few days before, is sifted through silk cloths, dried, and then kneaded to Ohtistmas he was transferred to a modem cell, which be gether with very pure transparen t glue. Formerly it was
shared with a man sixty-six years old . The next day the a glue made from the horn of the rhinoceros ; now· old
old man received a present of a vio Jin; he hadn't expected white fish glue is U><C'll: Besides this, every maker of india
a violin and he hadn't asked for one. It was left un- ink claims to employ a third ingredient , which he protouched several days. Then the old man', having plenty fesses to be b:is carefully-g uarded shop secret, imparting to
of time on his ha~ds, decided to expose Mischa Elman . the prodttct the gloss, h::mlne~s, the permanenc y. Whether
Strong on ambition, but lacking in art, he got off to so or not there is :inJ truth io these statements has remained
bad a start ,that he couldn't remember the function of the an open queRti'on oown to the present clay. The main
various strings. So be tucked identifying labels under point is no clouht the extremely careful treatment which
each chor d. · In six weeks there has been no improYeme nt is best011ed upon th mixture of soot and glue solution.
either in the old man's playing or Quinlan's mental con- After a thorough k11ea<ling of the soot in thE! warJ?l size,
dition . Quinlan declares that when he is released he will the mass is boated in a water-bath until a very intimate
earn capital punishmen t by slaying the first person he sees iororporati on has taken place, and is then formed into
balls. rrhese balls are worked in a mortar with a ,heavy
with a violin.
pestle until a doughy mass ensues, which is made into
in tbe waterMr . James A. Pugh, a wealthy resident of Chicago, small bars and a.gain heated a few minutes
on an
hammer
the
with
worked
is
bar
each
Kow
Ill. , formerly commodore of the Chicago Yacht Club, has hath.
and
color,
dull
its
loses
it
beats
hundred
hrn
After
anvil.
an
miles
built a cruiser which, he asserts, will go fifty
it
beats
hundred
four
After
glossy.
become
to
commences
might
but
,
submarines
to
terror
a
hour and not only be
beats
lmndred
six
after
and
prove effectiYe as ·a destroyer of battleships by reason of has received ·it~ full gloss,
as breacl-dough. Then
his craft's great speed and torpedo equipment . Mr. P ugh the mass has become as kneading
india ink, :finally the
of
cakes
-known
well
the
of
shaping
this
build
to
says it has cost him less than $100,000
conducted by placing
is
latter
The
drying.
and
is
decorating
ancl
long,
feet
seventy
is
cruiser
. cruiser. T he Pugh
the finest grades it
with
and
ashes,
equippen with one 3-inch disappearin g gun and a torpedo . the ink in rice-straw
so hard that
become
has
it
Then
years.
three
or
two
Its motive po .ver is gasoline, and it has a cruising radius takes
sound.
metallic
a
emit
will
together
tapped.
pieces
two
distincIts
ten.
of
of 10,000 miles. It will carry a crew
onei
Li-Ting-K
tioned
above-men
the
by
produced
ink
The
conformathe
in
is
speed,
for
makes
ti~e feature, which
a
leaYe
not
would
it
water,
in
tion of the h ull, which is constructed on hydroplane lines. was so hard that, thrown
months.
several
after
vessel
the
.of
bottom
the
on
Mr. Pugh, who has owned high speed boats, gave orders stain
dry and harcl (the
to his builders to construct the swiftest destroyer cruiser When the cakes have become sufficiently
the ideal of the
is
rhinoceros
the
of
horn
the
of
hardness
deescape
can
afloat
nothing
that
possible, and believes
vigorously,
brushed
still
are
they
)
struction from an accurately aimed torpedo from his new Chinese ink-maker
The Chi.
appearance
black
g:lossy
a
receive
they
whereby
cruiser. "I do not believe these crt1isers should displace
or three
two
with
ground
be
ink
the
that
prescribe
nese
underthe
for
strong
am
"I
submarines ," Mr. Pugh said.
strokes; but
straight
in
dish
porcelain
a
in
water
of
drops
have
I
flyers.
surface
many
as
t
ju.
need
we
but
sea craft,
be a grave mistake,
not built. the oruiser to make money, but to show what can to do it with a circular motion would
say.
they
preparedbe· done ~nd to facilitate the carrying out of a
Tbe collision mnt, which i,.; carriecl by all warships, is
a very valuab~e part. of the Yessel"s equipment and ?ften
prevents a slnp smkmg "·hen c;he lrns been badly bit hy
the enemy. The mat varies in size from ten to fifteen feet
square and is made of sailcloth into which has been interwovrn n number of "thrums" or piece~ of tarry hemp
cluseJy kllit together. In caoc of the rnsscl being clamaged by shells or colh;ion the mat is lowered and held
over the hole by tlie ropes which nre attached to it. 'l'he
pressure of the watel' forc r·s the mat closely over the ga-p
aml thus temporaril y stops the leak till it can be clusec1
from within'.
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TAKE NOTICE!
Itch Powder, Bombs and Oachoo
cannot be sent by mail. Only orders
for these goods amounting to one dollar will be accepted, as delivery will
have to be made by express.

IOo ~-=:.:~~z~:·e:~ter:::~::

SENT::Z::M: E1VT.A.L
There's• Girl in the Heart otlll&ry·
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm lland
Sailing Down the Chesapeake Bay
When It' a J.pple Blouom Time In
Normandy
There'• a Mother Old aud Gray Who
NeedA Me

WheWo~o! e"/so~d·.f),!!'P and

It I Bad a Home Sweet Home
When l Wa1 a Dreamer
...
Where the Rher Shannon Flow•
I Want to Go Back &o Michicau
I LlTe the Whole United St.at.et
Till San<b ot Deseri Grow Cold
Will the An1el1 Let Me Play

I

Hundreds Of others. Special at lOo postpaid. DAISY .MUSIC CO., D•P.B'7. 1010 \V. 12th St., CHICAGO

(
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INDIAN FINGER TRAP.
A couple can be jolneli
together and their strug.
, ·
gJe to be releas~d only
' .
makes matters worse. It
will hold them as tight
as a rat-trap, and the more they try to pull
away, the tighter
Our traps are
extra. long. Price, itlOc.grips.
ea.ch; 3 for 25c. Oy
mall, postpaid.
C. BEifi, 150 \V. 6~d St., Ne•v York City.
...a&&aq~·

GOOS rEN.-Patent glass pen, w!th nice
'lllp, writes like any ordinary pen; each put
up tn wooden box.
Price, lOc., postpaid.
,W OLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

.(

"VV .A.Fl.,

T Didn t R~use_fdy Bo1 to ae a 8?1A~ the Lu11to.n1a Went Down [dter
lt s ,• Long Lone Way to Tipperaf)'
Don t Tako Hy Darling Boy Away
T,hey £.Jl Sang '' •nnie Laurie''
l, 11 Return Mother Darling to You
l m On My Way to Dublin Bar

GOOD LUCK rWZZLE.
It consists of three hor1e.
•hoes
fastened
together•

=QD

""ltl

Only a very clever person
can take off. •he closed
horseshoe from !he two
linked horseshees.
But it
ean be done Jn a moment when the secret 1s
k nown. Price, by mail, lOc. each.
H. F. LA...~G. 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Ji'.

THE BUCULO CIGAR•

.Jf

MARBLE V ASJJ:.
A clever and puzzl\ng eftect
easy to do; the apparatus can1
be minutely examined. Ett.ect:
A marble can be made to pas•

from the hand into the closed
vaae, wP.lch a m.,ment before
was shown empty. This is a
beautiful enameled turned wood vase.
Price. 20c.
11. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

PIU MOUSE.
It ls made ot cast metal and
has the exact color, shape and
size of e. ltve mouse. Pinned on
your or somebody else's clothes.
will have a startling effect upon
the spectators.
The screaming
un had by this llttle novelty, eapecla!ly In the
resence ot ladies, is more than can be imglne&. It a cat happens to be there, there'•
o other tun to be compared with it.
Price, lOe. each by mall, po1tpald; $ tor !lie.
1'' RA..'1K SMITH, 383 Lenox A..-e., N. Y.

The most remarkable trick-cigar in toe
world. It 1mokee without tobacco, and never
gets smaller.
Anyone can have a world of
fun with Jt, especially if you smoke It In the
presence of a person who disllkes the odor
o! tobacco. It looks exactly like a fine perrecto, and the smoke Is 10 real that It Is
l>ound to deceive tipertci!~l!li2~. 0 b:6~~e;~atpa.ld.
9
H. F. LANG. 1815 Centre St .• B'klyn, N. 'l/.

BLACK-Eyg JOKE.
New and ~musing joker. 1'11•
victim Is tole tc hold the tu'lle
close to his eyQ '!O as to exclude
all light trom the back, o.nd then
tp remove the tuDe until picture•
appear in the center. In trying
to locate the pictures he wlll re ..
ceive the finest black-eye you ever
saw. "'e. furnish a small box of
blackening preparation with eacb.
tubC', so the joke can be used ind e finitely. Those not In the trick
~u~~~
t:;.

wtll be caught every time.

25~~rmless.
B:t;tll<, 150

A.b110•
Price bf mall Ilic. eaola;
W. 02d St .• New York City.
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"Mo v·n g
AWeekly Magazine devoted to Photoplays and Players

ictu
re
..
.

Absolutely the finest little publication on the news-stands

.,- PRICE 5 CENTS A
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY
BEAUTIFUL COLORED COVER DESIONS
New portraits of actors and actresses every week

ies' '
copy -..,.

THIRTY-TW O PAGES
FINE HALF-TONE FRONTISPIE CES
Get Ill copy of this weekly magazine and eee wha1 tt le

EVERY NUMBER CONTAINS

Six Gripping Stories. based on the latest aud best films. each profusely illustrated witb tine half-tones of 1cenes
tn tbe
plays.
Pbotograpbs and B~ograpbies of the most celebrated Photoplay actors and actresses.
Specill.l Articles relating to Moving Pictures, written by tbe greatest authorities in the film bust..nesa.
News Notes from the studios about the doings ot everybody of prominence connected with tbe Pboto'playw.
Scenario Hints and tbe names of all the. companies wbo may buy the plays you write.
~oems, Jingles, Jests and every bright feature calculatl!Q to interest both
young and old.
GET A COPY NOW from your newsdealer, or iiend us 5 cents in money or postage stamps, a.Dd
will mail
you the latest number issued

w•

''MOV INC PICTU RE STOR IES," Inc.
168 West 2 3d Street

New Y ork

..
FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 168 WEST 230 STREET. NEW YO~

. No. 899.

NEW YORK. MARCH 17. 1916•

Price 6

Cents~

:B<> "Y'S
-LATEST ISSUES-

<>F

773 The Liberty Boys at Brandywine;- or, Fighting Fiercely for
Freedom.
k on
774 The
Liberty Boys· Hot Campaign; or, The Warmest ~r
"or

748 The Liberty Boys In Georgia: or. Lively Times Down South.
749 The Liberty Boys· Greatest 'f.riumph: or, The March tc Victory.
Record.
750 The Liberty Roys and the Quaker Spy : or. Two of a Kind.
775 The Liberty Boys' Awkward Squad: or, Bre_aking in New Recruits.
751 The Liberty Boys In l•'lorida: or, Fighting Prevost's Army.
77G The Liberty Boys' l?ierce JJ'iuish · or Holdmg Out to the End.
752 The Liberty Boys· Last Chance; or. Making the llest of It.
777 The Liberty Boys at Forty b'ort;' or, '.f'he Battle of Pocono
753 The Liberty Boys· Sharpshooters; or, The Battle of the Kegs
"lllountaio.
754 The Liberty Boys on Guard: or, Watching the Enemy.
778 The Lib~rty Boys as Swamp Hats: or, Keeping thv {{Pdcoats
755 The Liberty Ro.vs' Strange Gulde: or, The "Mysterious Malden
W orried.
756 The Liberty Boys in the Mountains: or. Among Rough People
.
779 The
Vberty Boys· Death l\Iarch ; or, The Girl of the Regimen\..•
757 The Liberty Roys' Retreat: or, In "The Shades of Death ··
780 The Liberty Boys·
Only Surrender and Why It Was Done.
758 The Liberty Boys and the Fire-Fiend: or. A New Kind of Battle
759 The Liberty Boys In Quakertown: or. Making Things Lively In 781 The Liberty Boys and Flora l\IcDonald: or, After the Ilessiao_s.
Philadelphia.
782
33 The Liberty Boys· Drum Corps: or, l•'ighting for the Starr.Y 1' la_g.
The Liberty Boys and the Guo ;\Iaker: or, The Battle or Stony
760 The Liberty Roys and the Gypsies; or. A Wonderful Surprise. 7
Point.
761 The Liberty Hoys· Flying Artlllery: or, "Liberty or Death."
78.\
762 The Liberty Roys Against the Red Demons: or, Fighting the 785 The Liberty Boys as :\ight Owls: or, Great Work After Dark.
The
Liberty Boys and the Girl Spy: or, I?ighting !'rydn's .?alders.
India11 Raiders.
7R!I The Liberty
~!asked Battery: or, The Buro1_ng of Krng~t~n.
763 The Liherty Heys· Gunners: or. The Bombardment of Monmouth. 787 The Liberty Bo~·s·
Boys and :l!ajor Andre; or, Trappmg the Br1t1sh
764 The LlbPrty Boys and Lafayette; or. Helping the Young French
"llIPssenger.
,
Gen<•ral.
788 The Liherty Boys in District UG: or, Surrounded by Redcoats.
765 The Liberty Roys' Grit: or. The BravPst of the Hrave.
789 The Liberty Boys and the Sentinel; or, The Capture of Fort
766 Thceoft~~erty Boys at West Point: or, Helping to "'atch the Red\Vashington.
790 The Liberty Boys on the Hudson; or, \Vorking on the "\Vater.
767 The Liberty Boys' Terrible Tussle: or, Fighting to a Finish.
The
Liberty Boys at Germantown; or, Good Worl( in a Good
768 The Liberty Boys and "Light Horse Hany :" or. Chasing the 7Ul
Cause.
British Dragoons.
792 The Liberty Boys' Indian Decoy; or, The Fight on Quaker Hill.
769 The Liberty Roys in Camp: or. Working for Washington.
793 The Liberty Boys Afloat; or, Sailing with Paul Jones.
770 The Liberty Roys and Mute Mart: or, The Deaf and Dumb Spy
Liberty Boys in Mohawk Yalley; or, Fighting Redcoats,
771 The, Liberty Boys at Trenton : or. The Greatest Christmas Ever 704 The
Tories and Indians.
Known.
795 The Liberty Boys Left Behind : or, Alone in the Enemy's
772 The Liberty Boys and General Gates: or, The Disaster at CamCountry.
den.
79G The Liberty Boys at Augusta: or, '"\Vay Down in Georgia."
For sale b)' all nP<VSdealers. 01 · will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 5 cents
per copy. in money or postage stamps. by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

(F YOU WANT .ANY 'BACK NUM'BE RS

ot our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct.
fl.11 in your Order

Write out and
and send It to us witt the price of the week lies you want and we will send f hem to you by return mail

POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No. 46. HOW '.l'O MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A description of the wonderful
uses of electricity and electro magnetism; together with full instructions for making Electrlc Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A. M.. M. D.
Containing over fifty lllustra-

ti 0

:N~: 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
DRIVE A HORSE.-A complete treatise on
the horse. Describing the most useful horses
tor business, the best horses for the road;
also valuable recipes for diseases pecullar to
the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAH.
CANOES.-A handy book for boys, containtng tull dtrecUons for constructing canoes and
the most popular manher of sailing them.
Fully Illustrated.
No. ~9. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvl ng rulee
tor conducting debates, outlines for debat2s.
qaeations for discussion, and the best sources
for procuring information on the question
gt~:: llO. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANDIALS.-A valuable book, .giving tnstructlons
in collecting, preparing, mounting and preaerving birds, animals and insects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
CARDS.-Contai nlng explanations of the genera! princlpleB o! sleight-of-hand applicable
to card tricks·, o! card tricks with ordinary
cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand; ot
tricks Involving sleight-or-hand, or the use
of •pecially prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Givtng
tbe rules and full directions for playing

~~~~e,8~~~~~~g~r~~sinp~:e~~YA~~rf~nR~~~~~:

All Fours, and many other popular games of
ca.rds.
w!'n':ierf;l ll~~'f,cJk~ t~1;~ J":;f;'llf:~ri~
to your sweetheart, your father, mother, sister. brother, enlployer; and, Jn fact, everybody and anybody you wish to write to.

0

p:fi's ..!~·lvl~gO~~mWet~~n~~r:a1:"~n ~;.'-%A3,1;;

manner and method o! raising, keeping, tam·
ing breeding, and managing all kinds of pets;
also giving full Instructions for making cages,
etc.
Fully explained by twenty-eight 1-Ilust~~~ns55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS
AND COIN8.-Contal nlng valuable lnformatlon regarding the collecting and arranging
ot stamps and coins. Handsomely Ulustrated.
No
56. HOW TO BECOME AN EN6INEER.-Conta lninl{ full Instructions how to
become a locomotive engineer; also directions
for building &. model locomotive; together
with a full description o! everything an en0
gl'N'::.r ~~ul~o~ To BECOME A PHOTOG-

168 West 23d St., New York.

RAPHER.--Con talnlng useful Information regardlng the Camera and how to work It; also
how to make Photographic Magic Lantern
Slides and other Tran8parenc1es. Handsomely
Illustrated.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST
POINT ~ULITARY CADET.-Expla ln• how
to gain admittance, course of Study, Examlnatlons. Duties, Starr of Officers, Post Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a
boy should know to be a cadet. Ry Lu Senarens.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOllU£ A NAVAL
CADET.--Comp lete Instructions of how to gain
admission to the Annapolis Naval Academy.
Also containing the course of instruction, description ot grounds and buildings, historical
sketch. and everything a boy should know to
become an officer In the United StP.es Navy.
By T...u Senarens.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELJ~CTRICAL
~lACHTh"'ES.--Contalntng full directions for
making electrical machines. induction coils,

g;n:~~~~lc~r:. m:~Y if. 0 'l'.1 ~ysB!~n~t w~l~~

illu!ltrated.
No. 65 • MULDOON'S JOKES.-The moat
original joke book ever published. &nd It Is
brimful of wit and humor.
It contains a
large collection o! songs, jokes, conundrums,
etc.., o! Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, bumorist, and ~ractical joker of the day.
No. 66 . HOW TO DO PUZZLES.--Con taining over three hundred interesting puzzles
and conundrums, with key to same. A complete book. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW
TO
DO
ELECTRICAL
TRICKS.--Cont ainlng a le.rge collection of Instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,

to~~~.hi~. w.i~~ 1 ~0tr~g0 c'i£Efilc~i:. "'¥'~;c~s:

-Containing over one hundred highly amustng and instructive tricks with chemicals. By
A. Anderson.
Hande:omely Illustrated.

--1~nt~nl~,!>':ve~011 R~ 0~L:f,IeG~f;~F;~~.?.i

tricks used by magicians. Also containing the
secret of second sight. Fttlly 11lustrated.
No. 70. HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOl'.8.-

f~ny;a~~~gdef..!i~esd~fec,;;~~; ~~~d:.'a\!~fiy I>fi~~!~

trated.
No. 71. HOW
TO
DO
MECHANICAL
'11RICKS.-Contal ning complete instructions
for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
Fully Illustrated.
No. 72. IIOW TO DO SIXTY Tl'tICE:S
WITH CARDS.-Embra cing all of the latest
and most deceptive card tricks, with illustr~~~ns?s.
TO DO T.d.ICKS
NUMBERS.~r~wlng many curious 'frff~

with figures and the magic of numbers. By
A. Anderson. Fully Jllustrated.
No. 74. HOW
TO
WRITE
LETTERS
CORRECTLY.- Contatning full
instructlona
!or writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and composition,
with specimen letters.
'
No. 75. HOW TO BECOlllE A CONJURER.
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice,
Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing thirtystx Illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTU.?'ifES BY
THE HAND.--Contal ning rules !or telltng fortunes by the aid of lines or the hand. or
the secret ot palrnJstry.
Also the secret ot
telling future events by aid of moles, mark,
scars, etc. lllustrated.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS
WITH CARDS.--Conta lnlng deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and
magicians.
Arranged for home amusement.
Fully illustrated.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.'

~s~~~r~~ 1 1:,f ~a~fcmi~~e s1~!=~~i-16\1-0:an°J, \~~ 1

gether with many wonderful experiments. By
A. Anderson.
Illustrated.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.
-Containing complete instructions how to
make up tor various characters on the stage;
together with the duties ot the Stage Manager,
Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property Man.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
tunny stories of this world-renowned German
comedian.
81.xty-tour pages; handsome col~~:da~~~~~: cont~intng a halt-tone photo at
No. 81. HOW TO l\IESMERIZE.-- Conta.lntng the moat approved methods ot me•merIsm; animal magnetism, or, magnetic heal~~g;.H~,;: ic,r~·Y;;~t1~~.f 0et~ocb. A.C.S. author
No. 82. HOW TO DO PAL~IlSTRY.--Contalning the most approved methods of readlng the lines on the hand. together with a. full
r::l~~~~~~o~; t~~~r t~:a~~~gf ~ 1 ~j expl:1n·
acter by the bumps on the '::'ea~. n~Yc
Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-- Contaln-

1

~~~d7;~u~~~e s~fe~c~ns~~u~~;~oifs~~m~~~

L!;,

:I:

pla.lning the most approved methods which
are employed by the leading hypnotist• ot
the world.
By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No. 84. HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR
-Containing Information regarding choice of
subjects, the use of words and the manner ot
preparing and submitting manuscript
Also
containing valuable information as to the
~;a;::~~.c~T~~~lllty and general composition

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 10' cts. per COt>J, or S for
25 ctii., In money or postage •tamps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.

